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April, A Time to Consider Sexual Awareness
Ashley Bloemhof – Chief Editor

“He’s ugly,” she thinks. “Everything about
him is ugly.”
Years later, these thoughts seem as real to her
as they had to her seven-year-old mind. Her had
uncle sexually assaulted her. She had thought
about running, had mapped out her escape, but
fear froze her in place.
On March 30, Professor of Social Work and
licensed therapist Tara Boer showed a video of
this girl speaking to 58 attendees of a Sexual
Assault Awareness Q&A held on Dordt’s
campus. Boer, who is also a licensed therapist at
ATLAS, a faith-based community organization
in Sioux Center, works with child victims of
sexual assault. At the Q&A, she mentioned that
each interaction with a child reminds her of
both the frequency of sexual assault cases and
“how (sometimes) ignorant our society is on
this topic.”
The month of April -- Sexual Assault
Awareness Month -- hopes to dispel said
ignorance.
Research conducted by RAINN, formally the
Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network, found
that an American is sexually assaulted every 98
seconds.
That’s over 35 assaults every hour.
RAINN, the nation’s largest anti-sexual
violence organization, partners with more than
1,000 sexual assault service providers across
the nation, including CAASA (Centers Against
Abuse & Sexual Assault). CAASA is a nonprofit organization that provides services for
victims of sexual violence throughout multiple
Iowa counties, including Sioux Center.
Sioux Center Police Chief Paul Adkins started
on the force in 1973 and has been chief for 40
years. When asked about the history of sexual
assault in town, Adkins said that reports have
increased in the past two-to-four years, though

‘[sexual assault] has always been prevalent.”
“We are not immune to it,” said Adkins. “It’s
not an epidemic, but it happens.”
CAASA reports that one in four women, and
one in seven men, will be sexually assaulted
during their lifetime. Regarding incidents of
assault on college campuses, 84 percent of
victims know their assailant, according to
CAASA.
The Diamond asked 34 Dordt students if they
believe sexual assault to be an issue on campus.
27 students said they believe sexual assault
does happen on campus, two said cases are rare,
two said “I hope not.”, one say no and another
said, “Oh, hell yeah.”
“I would assume it happens on every college
campus and everywhere to a certain degree,”
said Stephanie Kuiper, a senior studying on
the SPICE program, “but I personally know
of instances of both sexual assault and what
would technically be considered harassment –
practically every day, almost.”
The recent rising awareness of sexual
harassment on campuses across the nation
has led to discussions about a new term: rape
culture. Due to the newness of the phrase, not
to mention its implications, some feel that
narrowing down an exact definition of this term
can be difficult. Freshman Emi Stewart believes
people toss around the term too often in light of
its perceived ambiguity. “I think it’s dangerous
to throw around a phrase when nobody can pin
down what it is,” Steward said.
Social work professor Erin Olson defines rape
culture as any environment “where rape is the
norm or the language we use to talk about sex
or women.” She also said that a “certain amount
of victim blaming is involved,” and CAASA’s
definition of the term includes that this culture
makes women responsible to end sexual
violence and that rape culture “makes violence
seem sexy and sexuality seem violent.”

Among the Diamond interviews, no two
definitions of rape culture aligned, though
general themes emerged throughout. For
instance, Stewart believes the terms manifests
itself through “the media and how it, at large,
marginalizes women’s voices.”
Senior John Jacobi provides a different
definition, as he views rape culture as more
implicit than explicit. Jacobi believes rape
culture may exist even when society is “passive
towards rape and sexual assault in general” and
not making efforts to prevent its occurrence.
Dordt’s Howard Wilson had the opportunity
to voice his opinion on the matter in the March
2017 issue of The Banner. This edition of the
Christian Reformed Church of North America’s
official monthly publication featured Dordt
Vice President and Chief Administrative
Officer Wilson, along with Rev. Mary Hulst,
the chaplain at Calvin College, and former
Dordt social work professor Jim Vanderwoerd.
In the article, Banner reporter Gayla R. Postma
acknowledges that there “is no single agreedupon definition of ‘rape culture’” and then

quotes Wilson as stating, “‘We don’t believe
[rape culture] exists on our campus,’...’It’s just
not who we are.’”
Wilson’s comments may have caused some
raised eyebrows among part of the Dordt
community. Of the students and faculty
interviewed by Diamond staff, 25 individuals
believe that rape culture exists on Dordt’s
campus, eight believe it does not and five do
not know.
Kristin Van De Griend, an adjunct professor
of sociology and social work at Dordt, said
“Absolutely” when asked if she believed rape
culture exists at Dordt.
Similarly, junior Jenna Van Ravenswaay
believes that jokes and flippant comments about
rape – i.e. “I just got raped by that test” – form
society and the way individuals think. To Van
Ravenswaay, “What people say can create a
rape culture.” Leanne Dieleman, also a Dordt
junior, said “I think that it is present at Dordt
and it’s something that should be talked about
more than it is…”
Continued on page 6

Engineers use skills in concrete ways

Janelle Cammenga – Copy Editor

Senior Stephanie Pausma enjoys the
competition aspect the most. “It’s the big finale
where you get to show off all your work,” she
said.
Junior Bryan Van Belle just enjoys the
reactions from people who don’t understand the
project’s feasibility. “Everybody looks at you
like you’re crazy when you say, ‘I made a canoe
out of concrete—and it floats.’”
You can’t blame spectators for looking at him
askance–concrete does not naturally float.
Dordt is not alone in its ambition to float the
unfloatable. The team will test Moby Dick,
this year’s canoe, against others in the region

on April 28 and 29 in Platteville, Wisc., at the
American Society of Civil Engineers’ (ASCE)
concrete canoe competition.
The team also gave a presentation at Ideafest
on April 20 to talk about their project.
According to Pausma, the hardest part of this
year’s build has been “getting people involved
and keeping them involved.” Both she and
Van Belle agree that they did not publicize the
project as much as they should have.
Competitions always leave students with
memorable moments. In 2014, Dordt’s canoe,
Prairie Fire, T-boned another canoe and came
out on top. “We left a mark with our white
canoe in the middle of theirs, and you couldn’t
tell with ours,” Pausma said.
Other years, the team was not as lucky. “Kelly
and I were stuck for 45 minutes in the lake
before we gave up,” senior Breanna Veltkamp
said. “The current pushed us to the edge.”
But a lot of work goes on behind the scenes
before they compete, before they can cart a
canoe over to the competition. Or carry it down
the high bay stairs. Or carry it from the old
barn across campus to the Rec Center—in the
rain—for the Taste of Sioux Center. Or carry
Professor Zwart’s canoe across the road to the
All Seasons Center so that the team can practice
their paddling.
There’s a lot of carrying involved.

Van Belle captains the mixing team, who start
the canoe-creating process by making their own
concrete. In order to make it buoyant, they mix
in tiny Styrofoam and glass beads in the form of
microspheres. These beads are so small that you
can’t see the individual spheres.
“It’s always exciting when the micro feels like
it’s a liquid,” Veltkamp said.
They make two mixtures: one for the inner
part of the canoe to be more buoyant, and one
for the outer part to be sturdier.
Then the build team takes over, making a
form for the canoe and filling it with concrete,
leaving the design team to make the whole
project look nice. This, of course, is easier said
than done. One year, they added a release agent

to make it easier to remove the canoe from the
form, but ended up making a binding agent.
They had to take sledgehammers to the form to
free the canoe.
In 2015, they spent 1000 hours on the project,
but last year they spent 750 hours working on
the canoe. The team has spent a little over 450
hours on the project so far this year.
“Every year we’re improving,” Van Belle
said.
Working hours are full of designing, building
and sanding, but they are just as full of teasing,
bonding and weird conversations, as well.
“It’s a fun club that anyone can be a part of,”
Veltkamp said. “It’s not just for engineering
majors.”
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Bread’s carbon footprint Six students contract Crypto
requires conscious eating
Joshua Meribole – Staff Writer

Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer

Since the beginning of the year, the Defender
Grille has sold about 640 loaves of bread.
And that’s just the Casey’s Bakery loaves.
Each week, the Grille uses about 651 sub
sandwich buns, 430 pretzel buns and 434
hamburger buns. That’s a lot of bread.
Though we don’t often think about it, what we
eat impacts our environment.
“Every food or product we consume comes
with a carbon footprint,” said Lindsay
Mouw, senior biology major and president of
EcoDefenders.
Recent research examining the environmental
impact of bread found that the nitrogen fertilizer
used in wheat cultivation contributes 43 percent
of greenhouse gas emissions each year. Of
course, wheat is not the only plant that requires
nitrogen fertilizer—as any good resident of
Iowa knows, corn and soybeans require nitrogen
fertilizer, as well. However, wheat seems to be
one of the most significant crop contributors to
greenhouse gases.
Normally, greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
absorb and re-emit certain wavelengths of
UV rays radiated from the earth’s surface.
Elevated levels of greenhouse gas, resulting
from frequent and widespread use of nitrogen
fertilizer (among other things) prevent the UV
rays from leaving the atmosphere as usual.
Instead, the radiation gets trapped within the
atmosphere, contributing to a shift in climate.
But nitrogen fertilizer has done a lot of good,
too. A growing global population requires
efficient agricultural systems in order to
survive. Nitrogen fertilizer, along with other
agricultural developments, has dramatically
increased the efficiency of farming in the last
few decades. This increase has obvious benefits
for both the farmers and the consumers. Yet, the
efficiency enabled by nitrogen fertilizer usage is
not without long-term consequences.
It is a difficult balance to strike, recognizing
the economic importance of the current
agricultural system while still heeding the
environmental consequences of such a system.
The answer is not obvious.
Knowledge requires action. It is clear that
the large quantity of wheat we consume has
consequences for creation, and most people

would agree that heedless destruction of the
natural world is something to avoid whenever
possible.
One way you may moderate the impact of
wheat consumption is by adopting conscientious
eating habits. This is admittedly a hard thing to
ask of students who are famed for subsisting
on ramen and coffee. But conscientious eating
can be as simple as eating less bread or buying
only as much bread as you know you’ll eat—
today, 32 percent of bread is thrown out. If
you’re willing to vote with your wallet, you can
purchase bread made from wheat that is grown
using lower impact agricultural practices.
“In order to be wise stewards of our resources,
we need to be knowledgeable and mindful of
the footprints of our food and then frequently
choose foods that have smaller footprints while
limiting ourselves with those foods that have
high environmental impacts,” Mouw said.
“Generally, the greater amount of processing
that goes into a food, the greater the
environmental footprint of that food,” said
Mouw. Foods such as bread require a significant
amount of processing, so Mouw suggests
treating bread as a luxury food rather than a diet
staple.
“Eating eco-friendly can be more expensive,”
Mouw said, “but consider increasing or
decreasing just a few certain foods in your diet
and calculate the decrease of the environmental
impact your diet has by just switching a few
foods.”
“By insisting on eating food grown by farms
using methods like cover crops, terraces,
windbreaks and stream buffers, you are creating
a market that supports farmers who are trying
to raise food with a smaller carbon footprint,”
said Renee Ewald, chair of the Sustainability
Committee. “This allows them to succeed in
their methods and makes it more attractive for
other farmers to also switch to these methods.”
Ewald also suggested eating produce that is
in season and shopping at places like Fareway,
a local grocery stores that tries to buy local
produce.
“Conscientious eating plays a massive role
in environmental stewardship,” Ewald said.
“College students can eat more ethically in very
simple and cost-effective ways.”

At the beginning of April, five Dordt students
contracted Crypto parasite while working at
the Dordt farm. Three students contracted the
parasite as a result of their close interaction
with calves and another student contracted the
sickness during a second visit to Dordt’s farm.
Crypto, or cryptosporidium, is a parasite
that causes diarrhea within the human body.
Cryptosporidiosis, according to Iowa Public
Health, is a parasite that affects humans and
animals. The parasite can be located in the feces
of people or animals that have contracted it. It
spreads when an individual puts something in
her mouth that has been in contacted with the
feces of a being who contracted the parasite.
It can also be contracted through recreational
water that has Crypto in it. Since it cannot be
cleaned out with bleach, a concentration of 6
percent of hydrogen peroxide is need to sit on
any contaminated surface for 20 minutes.
Although there are 52 students in the
agriculture class that went to the Dordt farm
to work with the calves, only six students
contracted the parasite.
Those who contracted Crypto feel pleased
with way that Dordt handled the situation.
Professor Duane Bajema said that two calves,
one of whom student Sarah Goyne named
Bentley, living farm had contracted Crypto.
Using this moment as a learning opportunity,
Bajema educated the class on the facts
surrounding the parasite and then how students
may address this problem. For instance, Bajema
told the students that when they wash their
hands they should sing ‘Happy Birthday’ to
make sure their hands are thoroughly cleaned.
“I am proud of the students in how they used
this as a learning experience,” Bajema said.
Beyond the classroom, Dordt College
responded to the kids’ infection by providing
them with necessary cleaning supplies, and
those students faced with symptoms of Crypto
they were pointed towards Health Services.
This is the first time that a case like Crypto has
occurred on campus.
Rachel Limmex, who is the teacher’s assistant
for the agriculture class experience lab, also
contracted the parasite. Limmex had gone to
the Dordt farm around 7 p.m. on a Monday to
feed Bentley electrolytes. She started showing
symptoms on Sunday as she got a painful
stomach ache, and so Limmex went to the

ER.  The hospital first ruled her case as a bad
stomach ache. However, she returned back to
the hospital the following day with her mom,
asking them to do more tests. She tested positive
for Crypto. taking the class was
Leah Breon, a biology major and student in
this ag class, contracted the parasite and was
sick for nine days. She lost 12 pounds.
Kenedie Kats, a social work major and a
freshman at Dordt, was not part of the agriculture
class. However, she did go to the farm with her
roommate. “I think it will be smart to…tell
people [visitors] to wash their hands and be
careful with what they touch, because this could
have been avoided,” Kats said.
Kats also said that she is frustrated that Dordt
did not cover the cost of the medical drugs
that are necessary to cure Crypto; instead, her
insurance company covered the cost.
Student under Dordt’s employ, such as the
Rachel received medication treatment that
Dordt paid for. However, in terms of students
not employed by Dordt, a claim has been filed
to the insurance company to know if those
students will be covered. Breon is one of those
students.
During the contraction of her disease, Breon’s
roommate had to adjust their living style. Each
time the bathroom and shower were used, both
areas were cleaned with hydrogen peroxide, a
guidance provided by instructions from Iowa
Public Health.
Breon’s roommate, junior Renee Ewald, was
not too pleased with how the situation was
handled initially. Though she described that she
was “disappointed,” she soon acknowledged
“in the end it was fine.”
Two of Breon’s roommates moved over to
West Hall during the span of her illness. One
of her roommates left because she had to travel
to the Netherlands and could not get sick
beforehand, and the other left the apartment to
accompany her.

Reflections on a semester in the Windy City
Cailee Veenstra – Contributing Writer

Greetings from Chicago! As this semester
comes to a close, I thought it would be a great
time to update the Dordt community on how
I’ve spent my past four months in the Windy
City.
I have had some incredible learning
experiences through my internship in Chicago.
Throughout the semester, I had the fortunate
opportunity to intern at New Moms, Inc., a
non-profit organization located in Austin, a
neighborhood on the west side of the city. New
Moms seeks to enable, empower and equip
young mothers by expressing the love of God
to them and their children. This organization

expresses this love in a variety of ways –
providing transitional housing for homeless
mothers and their children, doula services to
pregnant mothers and professional job training
to mothers who are either pregnant or parenting.
While I was able to dip my toes into all of these
programs and services, the majority of my time
was spent in the job training program.
The purpose of the job training program
is to equip young women with transferrable
skills that they can use to secure a permanent
job. To learn these skills, the young women
become employed at Bright Endeavors, a
social enterprise that partners with New
Moms, whose business involves the crafting
of candles. Not only do Bright Endeavors’

Ashley Bloemhof

Major: Communications; English
Writing
2 years on staff
Advice:
“Pursue the stories that make your
heart race. You’ll never regret
investing time into something you
love.”

candles smell amazing, but the company has
had various opportunities to collaborate with
other businesses all over the country in special
projects. For one of those special projects,
for instance, the young women make bath
salts for The Little Market, a company owned
and operated by Lauren Conrad. During my
internship, then, Conrad herself visited the
business, and I got to enjoy checking off “meet
a celebrity” from my bucket list!
It was at Bright Endeavors where I really
began to know the moms and hear their stories.
What has continually amazed me while working
at my internship is these women’s immutable
strength. Even though their situations are
less than ideal, they approach each day with

integrity, determination and resilience for one
reason – their kids. This strength, the kind I see
in mothers who are my age (and often younger
than me), is the kind of strength I desire to have.
While I am more than ready to return to Dordt,
to see friends and to graduate (whaaaat?!... it’s
fine; I’m fine…), I am sad to leave New Moms,
Inc. This internship experience has been crucial
to my future success as a social worker and has
given me the confidence I need to begin my
career.
Though I’m looking forward to returning to
Dordt, I will forever treasure the memories
made at New Moms, and I count it a privilege
to have worked with such inspiring individuals.

· News ·
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Miscommunication about food communication
Lydia Marcus – Staff Writer

Any seasoned Dordt College student should
be able to tell you that worship is not restricted
to hymn-singing and Scripture-reading. We
can worship while we work, learn, socialize
and eat. So, a chapel message that addresses a
Christian’s relationship with land and livestock
is not necessarily out of place at a college
like Dordt. Yet, many members of the Dordt
community felt that the presentation Kevin
Murphy gave in chapel on March 22, “The Food
Morality Movement,” was inappropriate.
Murphy was invited to Dordt for the annual
Agriculture Summit. This event is organized by
the Western Iowa Farmer’s Alliance, a group of
local producers and agribusiness people. Dordt
began hosting the Summit three years ago
so that its students and faculty could be more
actively involved in the events.
On the morning of March 22, Murphy
addressed local agronomists, Dordt agriculture
students and faculty, high school students

interested in agriculture and agribusiness people
at a breakfast. Afterwards, Murphy participated
in a panel discussion with a local vet, meat
department manager and the chief operating
officer of Center Fresh Group. Because he
was one of the most prominent Summit guests,
the Alliance members organizing the Summit
asked Dordt chaplain Aaron Baart if he would
be interested in having Murphy deliver a chapel
message. Baart agreed.
In his chapel message, Murphy cautioned
against the “Food Morality Movement,”
explaining the dangers of allowing uneducated
or misinformed non-farmers to manipulate how
consumers think about food. He emphasized the
importance of food systems and the distinction
between humans, who are made in God’s
image, and animals, who are not. He warned
that blurring the lines between the amounts of
respect owed to humans and to animals is sinful.
Following the chapel message, Baart emailed

the campus community, stating “our guest
tapped into an important conversation for us
to have on campus about food morality, but in
hindsight, chapel was not the right venue for this
topic as it was presented. I sincerely apologize.”
“I appreciated [Murphy’s] passion; he clearly
was passionate about his topic,” said senior
agriculture: plant science major Dalton Webster.
“My biggest issue with his talk was that his
use of the words ‘dominion’ and ‘subdue’ was
quite different from Dordt’s and my personal
definition.” To Webster, Murphy seemed to say
that “creation was here for us to do whatever
we want with it,” whereas Webster believes that
our use of creation should not be done without
regard to creation and sustaining its beauty and
productivity for future generations.
Agriculture Department Chair Gary De Vries
believes that much of the uneasiness about
Murphy’s message stemmed from a lack of
information and context. “Kevin pared his 9
o’clock breakfast talk, which was an hour long,
to 20 minutes. The people who just attended
chapel missed the context of the talk which was
covered in the hour-long talk,” said De Vries.
“He wasn’t really trying to express a certain
view, and because he didn’t state his view,
people assumed what it was. His message
was that it is up to you to apply your faith to
how you do agriculture and talk about food
systems.” Murphy warned that, if Christian
producers do not discuss how their ethics, logic
and science inform their agricultural choices,
the most prominent voices in food systems will
be the ones who do not hold a Christian view
of the world.
“Our organic chemistry class had a long
discussion after Mr. Murphy’s presentation,”
said sophomore agriculture: animal science
major Jessica Cheney. “We decided the main
reason we had a problem with the presentation
was that Mr. Murphy told us what to think,
rather than how to think about the issue. …He
did not offer pros and cons of each argument,
and despite the chapel setting of his message,

he barely quoted scripture. His talk was
merely based on raw emotion—pathos—rather
than encouraging intelligent and respectful
conversation, which we seemed to have at
Doubt Night anyway.”
The March 29 Doubt Night about the topics
Murphy discussed was well attended—all five
rows of CL 1144 were filled, even the front row.
As is evidenced by the Doubt Night turnout
and discussions on campus regarding Murphy’s
talk, food systems and Christian agriculture are
topics that the Dordt community cares deeply
about.
“We need dissonance in order to grow,” said
Baart. “If you came to Dordt and your time here
only reaffirmed what you already know, that’d
be a colossal waste of money. Education is
tension, and discipleship is tension. Hopefully,
it’s a tactful tension.”
The Doubt Night was an attempt to provide
opportunity for a tactful tension that was not
evident in the chapel presentation.
De Vries concurs, stating “the Doubt Night
helps us to be thinkers teaching us how to have
a conversation even if we don’t all agree—civil
discourse.”
“Mr. Murphy wanted to start conversation
on this topic, which he certainly succeeded in
doing,” said Cheney. “I thoroughly enjoyed the
Doubt Night and the ideas that were expressed.
I appreciated the redirection on this issue that
emphasized a foundational understanding of
ethics and the purpose of creation. …I hope
the Dordt community has learned from this
experience about the sanctity of what a chapel
presentation should be, and the sanctity of the
simple food that they eat.”
Baart said he hopes that “we can recapture
people’s trust.”
“I hope that, when people come to future
chapels, they can trust that Scripture will be
opened. We’ll guard very carefully against
doing this again.”

Nursing students abroad face obstacles and opportunities
Ashley Huizinga – Staff Writer

Earning a nursing degree is notoriously timeconsuming and rigidly scheduled. Because of
this reality, you might think nurses couldn’t
possibly leave campus for a period of 4 months
during the school year and still graduate on
time. Contrary to what you might believe,
though, nurses can study abroad.
Senior Esther Kielstra knew she wanted to
study abroad even before choosing the nursing
path.
“I love to travel. But [asking which came first,
nursing or study abroad,] is a trick question
because I’ve always wanted to be a nurse,”
Kielstra said.
For better or worse, Studies Program in
Contemporary Europe (SPICE) was the only
option presented to Kielstra.
“[SPICE] was the only study abroad program
that I’m aware of that allowed nurses to attend,”
says Kielstra. The lack of programs available
for future nurses is most likely due to the fairly
inflexible schedule presented to nurses their
freshman year. Of course, the schedule doesn’t
usually need to be flexible. But for Kielstra,
who decided in her sophomore year to pursue
a study abroad program, choosing late caused
her to run into scheduling conflicts right away.
“I chose too late…It’d be best to decide
freshman year so you can plan your Core
courses around it. But I’m still able to work
around it out here, to get all my classes done.”
Senior Matt Boer noted he also always wanted
to study abroad, even before he switched to the
nursing program his freshman year.
Boer also dealt with scheduling issues as
a sophomore nurse trying to study abroad,
although his situation was a little different.
“I had a little difficulty making sure I could
fit in all my courses,” Boer said. “My 4-year
plan was a bit different from most other nursing
majors; I took some Dordt nursing courses

while I also took St. Luke’s courses. I also took
some online classes during the summer. So, if
I had started off as a nursing major, I wouldn’t
have had those issues.”
Boer also planned on SPICE early, although
he changed his degree once.
“I have always wanted to do SPICE, even
before I became a nursing major,” he said. “My
sister-in-law was on this program a few years
ago and told me about the program and how
much she loved it, so I decided I wanted to
do it, too. Before I was a nursing major, I was
education and was just planning on doing the
general track SPICE offered. But, I switched to
nursing. Thankfully, SPICE offers the nursing
track so my plans on going didn’t change too
much.”
There are benefits to studying abroad as a
nursing major.
“The pros of the SPICE nursing track,” Boer
said, “would be gaining unique insight into
health care outside of the states, interacting
with Dutch students in a research class and
experiencing Dutch lifestyles by visiting
various patients and their homes.”
However, both students noted cons, as well.
“Honestly, I don’t feel like there’s that much
academic benefit here to a nursing major,” said
Kielstra. “Yes, you experience the healthcare
system and open your eyes to how things can
be applied differently than back home, but at
this moment in time I don’t see how it’s very
applicable… SPICE has more personal than
professional benefit.”
“One con about this program involves time
and scheduling,” Boer said. The nursing
students did not receive their clinical schedule
until almost halfway through the semester.
Their track is also different than most SPICE
students, as they take most of their classes
online through Dordt while abroad.
“Since we only take just a couple classes at
Viaa, we don’t interact with the other SPICE

students as much,” Boer said. “So it’s up to you
to take initiative to be spend time with the other
students. We usually did this by just doing our
Dordt classes at Viaa, since everyone else was
there anyway.”
In addition, Kielstra, who is a student from
Canada, also noted that she found it worthwhile
to study abroad even though, technically,
attending Dordt already qualified as studying
abroad for her.
“Registering for SPICE as an international—
no big deal,” she said. “But planning life
afterwards –because I’m a senior—made things
difficult. I think any stress from planning has
more to do with your year than where you’re
coming from. If you’re international, it’s just
more paperwork.”
Nursing students not only can study abroad,
but, according to both Boer and Kielstra, they
should.
“I would definitely do it again,” said Boer.

Luke Venhuizen

Major: Communications: Public
Relations; Journalism Minor
2 years on staff
Favorite Memory:
“My greatest memory has to be
my super professional photoshop
of Dordt students’ faces onto
Northwestern students’ bodies for
the Zircon. The amount of “lolz”
that we got out of that night’s effort
added a couple more years to my
life. Also, still haven’t found a
bae.”

“I would recommend going abroad for every
student, but especially nursing students. We
spend two years at St Luke’s; in and out of the
same hospital. So being able to go out and see
something different is amazing. You get to learn
about the differences in the health care system
and practice of the nurses. You gain valuable
knowledge and life experience from the patients
you see. It is an unforgettable experience.”
When asked if she’d recommend other
potential nurses to study abroad, Kielstra
answered with a resounding “Yes,” but with
some conditions.
“If I was in college a year again and could
study abroad again, I’d do it,” Kielstra said.
“But I’d think a lot about what I needed to
complete before coming—but that’s being a
senior, not a nursing major. And if more [study
abroad] options were open to nurses, I’d suggest
going on any of them.”
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My Genetic Journey
Jaden Vander Berg – News Editor

“I am 100 percent Dutch” they say, or “My
family is mostly German.” Genetic generalities
are not uncommon for people to say, especially
if they are second or third generation Americans.
There is a comfort we find, as Americans,
in identifying with ethnicities outside of the
United States. With our relatively short history
as a country, we find security in knowing that
there is more to us than just being “American.”
I am no exception to this genomic fascination.
Living in Sioux County and, more specifically,
Orange City my whole life, I always felt out of
place. People here are extremely proud of their
Dutch heritage, and the phrase, “If you ain’t
Dutch, you ain’t much” gets thrown around in
casual conversation. I always knew that this
wasn’t a direct attack against me as a person,
and yet deep down I also knew that a majority
of people living here believe this expression to
be true.
As I grew older, my curiosity about my own
ethnicity only became greater. Being adopted,
I never knew much about my birthmother. I
would ask my parents questions about her; I
wanted to know everything they knew. The
more answers I got, though, the more questions
I had.
This quest came to fruition in May 2015 when
I met my biological half-brother, Wes, for the
first time. We had been corresponding for a few
months, and then he had been planning to drive
through Northwest Iowa so I invited him over
to meet in person.
I was excited and terrified in the days leading
up to meeting him. Finally, I thought, I was
going to meet my brother after only knowing of
him for my entire life.
As is to be expected, our first encounter was
quite awkward. How often does one meet
her blood sibling, someone she has no prior
knowledge of, for the first time as an adult?
I had known about Wes’s existence for as long
as I can remember. However, my initial contact

with him via Facebook was the first time he
learned he had a sister. Our birthmother had
kept her pregnancy with me a secret from her
family, and immediately after I was born she
put me up for adoption. She then passed away
six months after I was born, never having the
chance to reveal to her loved ones that she had
another child.
Becoming an adult and having to sift through
all this new information, on top of trying to
figure out who you are as a person, is a daunting
task. I knew that I needed to know for myself
who I really was, what my past held, and then
what my future would hold.
In the fall semester of 2016, I saw an
advertisement for a genetic DNA test being
offered by Ancestory.com. They promised that
I could “discover your ethnic mix today!”, and
I was immediately intrigued by this idea. After
all, I had spent most of my life wondering who I
was: How Irish am I? Was I actually Dutch? All
these questions, this company promised, could
be answered.
I told my parents that I wanted this DNA test

my whole life that my birthmother had claimed
we were German and Irish, and yet my genetic
makeup shows I am only ten percent German
and less than one percent Irish.
Reflecting on these results just makes me think
about all the people who claim to be 100 percent
Dutch. I truly believe that there is no such thing
as a perfect, genetically “whole” person. There
are always outside influences in our DNA that
we don’t even think to look for. We are a world
of migrators and that is something that makes
us so unique.

kit for Christmas, and in December it came.
Once I had it in my possession, however, it took
a while to build up the courage to actually spit
in the little tube and send it in. I still don’t know
why I was nervous—in part, I suppose, I had
spent the better part of my life wondering about
my past, and now all I had to do to find out was
spit in a tiny tube.
The test kit said it would take six-to-eight
weeks for the result to be processed. But every
time I checked my emails from them, these
messages always said, “Due to the increase
holiday kits, our labs are backed up. It will take
longer than expected.”
I began to forget that I had ever sent in my spit
sample until two weeks ago when I woke up to
an email saying my results were in.
I was ecstatic and extremely nervous. I had no
idea what the results would say and I was scared
of seeing something that I wasn’t expecting. It
was all misplaced anxiety, I know, but I was
still completely shocked when I read though the
results:
These numbers surprised me. I had been told

Allowing coffee to “Work smarter, not harder”

Elizabeth Bouwkamp – Staff Writer

April is here and that means two things:
warmer weather and semester deadlines.
You may be stewing over the following
question: How will I possibly finish each daily
assignment, each presentation, each paper and
each exam?
Although most parents and professors would
answer your question by giving you a detailed
list of time management skills or priority lists, I
will tell you the real secret to working smarter,
not harder.
The secret lies in your favorite morning wakeup-call drink – coffee. After all, the library
promotes coffee, and as the scholarly students
we are, we know anything the library promotes
is worthy of recognition.
According to the National Coffee Association
of the United States, 62 percent of Americans
aged 13 and older consume coffee, as compared
to 57 percent in 2016. However, jumping on

the library’s “free coffee” promotion or the
increased national trend in consumption are dull
reasons for coffee consumption.
If you want to know the secret to finishing
your semester projects, papers and exams, you
need to know when to consume the roasted,
black magic for its optimal powers.
Kia Kokalitcheva from Time Magazine posted
an article entitled “Early Morning is Actually
the Worst Time to Drink Coffee.” Kokalitcheva,
citing the ASAP Science YouTube channel,
regarded the high levels of cortisol in our bodies
as the primary reason for not consuming coffee
in the morning.
According to the article, when we wake up,
our bodies contain high amounts of cortisol:
a hormone released when we are stressed,
excited or needing an extra boost. When we
consume coffee or caffeine during the highproduction time of cortisol, it affects us in
two ways. First, it reduces our body’s natural
tendency to produce the cortisol hormone for an
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energy boost, making it rely more on caffeine;
and second, for everyday coffee drinkers, the
reliance on caffeine increases our tolerance to
its effects. The body produces less of the natural
boost from the cortisol hormone, and it desires
more and more caffeine to compensate.
Although these effects may have you
questioning the consumption of coffee, you
need not worry. If consumed at the right time,
coffee’s benefits work in grandiose glory.
According to Kokalitcheva and Time
Magazine, consumers should drink coffee
during two periods of the day: 10 a.m. to 12
p.m. and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Anthony Wing Kosner from Forbes magazine,
who wrote a similar article entitled “Why the
Best Time to Drink Coffee is Not the First
Thing in the Morning,” the old idea of a “coffee
break” makes logical sense.
In his article, Kosner believes the natural
energy boost from cortisol is highest at three

times during the day: 8-9 a.m., 12-1 p.m. and
5:30-6:30 p.m. Thus, between 9:30-11:30 a.m.
and 1:30-5:00 p.m. (traditional “coffee-break”
times), cortisol levels are lower. In this way,
during the low times, coffee can act as the
natural boost your body needs.
For some individuals, they refrain from
consuming coffee for worry of an addiction to
caffeine. However, they no longer need to fear.
Put simply, reaping the benefits of coffee and
keeping a caffeine addiction at bay is all about
timing.
As mentioned earlier, allow your coffee to
“work smarter, not harder.”
In the final weeks of school, I hope you find
energy and endurance as you drink from this jolt
of knowledge – both figuratively and literally.

· News ·
Jobs, Internships, Adulthood, Oh My!
Jenna Wilgenburg – Staff Writer

It’s 6:45 a.m. and an unwelcome alarm rings
Matt Bolt awake. He taps the snooze button, but
usually gets out of bed before its second sound.
He puts in his contacts, uses the restroom and
eats a bowl of cereal with a cup of water. He
gets dressed for the day, checks his hair, packs
his school bag and takes his Bible to the study
room next door. By 8:00 a.m., he is either sitting
in Exercise Physiology class or is grading
papers as a teacher’s assistant in the psychology
department.
Bolt, a senior at Dordt College majoring in
psychology and minoring in statistics, thrives
on consistency.
But the end of this routine is fast-approaching.
Graduation day is near – a day when he will
trade in comfortable consistency for a piece of
paper and a whole lot of unknown.
Bolt is not alone on this journey. He will join
about 275 fellow students from Dordt’s Class
of 2017, and approximately 1,882,000 other
students expected to graduate with a bachelor’s
degree nationwide, according to the National
Center for Education Statistics.
The world is then presented with a whole new
crop of job seekers.
Bolt’s first job after graduation will be at
Dordt. During the summer months, he will

assist students in learning the coding behind a
program used for analyzing a mental health data
set.
“Working for Dordt is the easiest option
because I can push off adulthood for a few
months,” he said.
It will give him valuable experience to add to
a graduate school application and will provide
Bolt with income until he finds a steady, longterm job.
Some other soon-to-be graduates have steady
jobs lined up for after graduation, placing them
one step ahead of Bolt.
“The perfectionist in me is slightly
disappointed in myself, but I definitely have
faith that I’ll catch up to that,” he said.
Every couple of weeks, Bolt has a day or two
where he “freaks out.”
‘Oh, I should get a job,’ he thinks.
Bolt’s temporary position at Dordt will make
use of his statistics minor, but he is not certain
the job he finds after that will be related to his
psychology major.
Forty-seven percent of workers with a college
education said their first job after college was
not related to their studied major. This survey,
conducted by CareerBuilder in 2013, included
2,134 college-educated workers from various
industries in the United States. Job market,
location, interests in fields other than their

studied major and the need to pay off student
loans may all influence this acceptance of jobs
unrelated to their degree.
Senior graphic design major Hope Kramer
also has a temporary job lined up, a position
that will end in August. She took a risk, turning
down other job offers to work temporarily with
Staples Promotional Products, an advertising
agency in Orange City. Kramer sees it as an
opportunity to diversify her portfolio. The
company will also be an important reference for
future résumés.
Kramer’s advice to those still seeking
employment is to be open to different
opportunities.
“Keep looking. Be persistent. Don’t be afraid
to contact places that aren’t currently hiring,”
she said.
Amy Westra, Coordinator of the Career
Development Center at Dordt, points to two
common problems for students when they search
for employment after graduation: their anxiety
of being able to translate what they learned in
the classroom to the field they studied, and a
lack of networking with employers. If they have
not built relationships with companies or staff,
and do not have internship experience, they face
an added challenge.
Of Dordt’s May 2016 graduates, 98.9
percent reported being employed or enrolled in
continuing education opportunities within six
months of graduation. This number includes any
type of employment, whether that means a fulltime teaching position or working as a bartender.
Dordt students exceeded the nationwide rate of
82 percent, according to the most recent report
from the National Association of Colleges and
Employers.
A specific major might not translate into a job
in that field, but the significance of attaining
some sort of college degree is apparent. After
the Great Recession, which officially lasted
from December 2007 to June 2009, about
11.6 million jobs were created. Of those jobs,
8.4 million, or more than 70 percent, went to
individuals with at least a bachelor’s degree.
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Another 3.1 million went to those with an
associate degree or some college education,
according to a study conducted by the Center
on Education and the Workforce at Georgetown
University.
“A degree, specifically from a Christian
college like Dordt, makes you well-rounded,”
Westra said. “It gives you a leg up on life.”
Jobs are becoming much more specialized,
so careers often require a master’s degree or a
technical degree with hands-on training, said
Westra. While it might seem that a bachelor’s
degree, which stands between the other two,
is not appreciated, it is still important for
maintaining a competitive edge in the job
market. Some jobs are not specific and can
be held by individuals from various fields.
Regardless, the vast majority of positions call
for an employee with some sort of bachelor’s
degree.
Bolt will be somewhat limited with a
bachelor’s degree in psychology and a minor
in statistics, but his dream of working in
biostatistics might be attainable if he goes on to
get his master’s degree.
Someday, Bolt would like to work at a
pharmaceutical company or hospital as a
biostatistician. Specifically, he would like to
sit at a computer, looking at data, programming
and running tests, as well as meeting with
individuals in the medical field to help with the
analysis of information.
On days when anxiety about future
employment arises, Bolt responds to the fear
by applying for several jobs and emailing
companies. He then gets on with college life
until another freak-out presents itself.
“I’m not too concerned about getting a job,
because in some ways, I’m terrified of settling
down at this point,” Bolt said. “The real goal is
to go abroad in the next few years – probably
temporarily, but potentially indefinitely.”
“I’m probably still a little naive and
adventurous. I am, in some ways, fulfilling the
new hippy-man-bun-travel stereotype.”

One year later, tension remains over faculty departure

Caeden Tinklenberg – Staff Writer

On Saturday, April 9, 2016, students enrolled
in Theology 352, a leadership, discipleship and
formation class, heard the notification of a new
email arriving in their inboxes. At 9:38 a.m.,
Associate Professor of Theology Jason Lief
sent his class a message with the subject line
‘Explanation’.
“All, I would like to explain my absence for
the past week or so of classes,” Lief wrote.
“The past two weeks have been very difficult
as I have been dealing with issues related to
my employment at Dordt College. [Due] to
these issues, which unfortunately I am unable
to discuss with you, I have decided to accept a
position at Northwestern College starting next
Fall.”
This announcement brought an end to a
process that Lief had been working on the entire
academic year. Starting with summer work
and rolling into the first few weeks of school,
the early fall of 2015 saw Lief brushing up an
updated version of his four-year articulation
paper, reflecting on teaching evaluations,
compiling his annual contribution and
development plans and preparing a presentation
on his original professional work: “Back to the
Future: A Reformational Engagement of the
Two Kingdoms Perspective,” insights from a
chapter he wrote for the book, “Kingdoms Apart:
Engaging the Two Kingdoms Perspective.”
All of these documents, according to the
faculty handbook, are required components
of an application for extended term contract
status available for eight-year faculty. Lief, who
began teaching theology at Dordt in 2006, was

finally eligible to apply for an extended contract
that would grant three years between reviews
instead of two.
Now, one year later, Lief is gone and his
divorce from Dordt has left festering wounds
among some faculty members and students.
Mary Dengler, Professor of English, said there
hasn’t been an issue like this at Dordt in her 17
years.
“We were devastated, we were disappointed;
young faculty were stunned,” Dengler said.
In an effort to reconcile these emotions and
prevent future similar occurrences, an ad hoc
committee from the academic senate was
formed at the April 27, 2016 senate meeting.
The ad hoc committee produced a report on May
18 that included a list of recommendations. For
most of the Dordt community, the reasons for
these recommendations, the recommendations
themselves and the degree to which they have
been heeded by those at which they were
directed remain a mystery.
The aftermath of these events has also
stirred numerous rumors on campus as some
students and faculty struggle to understand
what happened. To bring clarity, the Diamond
gathered the following report:
Assistant Professor of Theology Benjamin
Lappenga remembers sitting in his office when
Lief knocked on his door. It was November
18, 2015. Lief wasn’t alone. Lappenga said in
the next minutes, a student confessed to both
him and Lief of actions that demonstrated a
violation of Dordt’s policy on student conduct.
As required to attain a certain degree, the
student was enrolled in a practicum at a local
organization. Professor of Philosophy Mark
Tazelaar said that as the student’s practicum
supervisor, Lief chose to immediately withdraw
the student from the practicum and not grant
credit. Tazelaar said that the student was
also trying to set up a spring practicum at
another organization. When contacted later

in February by the person who was going to
lead the practicum, Lief indicated that he was
not comfortable with the arrangement. The
organization canceled. Lief also notified Robert
Taylor, Dean of Students, of the misconduct,
according to Lappenga.
After a police investigation, the student was
not charged with any crimes.
Lappenga described Lief’s actions as
“commendable behavior, by the book.”
The student, who did not agree to answer
questions posed by the Diamond, posted a
picture to Facebook on December 16, 2015
that read: “Goodnight Dordt College. It’s been
a wonderful three and a half years. Thank you
all for everything. Soli Deo Gloria.” He did not
return for the spring semester.
According to the Dordt course catalog,
“Once each year the members of the [theology]
department will discuss each student’s fitness
to continue in the [certain] program. A majority
of the department members must approve a
student to graduate with a [certain] major.”
According to Lappenga, at the February 9, 2016
theology department meeting the theology
faculty voted unanimously to not allow the
student to graduate from the program.
The situation appeared to be resolved.
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When spring classes resumed in 2016, the
Faculty Status Committee (FSC) interviewed
Lief and the seven other eight-year faculty
candidates. According to the annual report of
the committee to the academic senate, all eight
faculty were recommended for contract renewal.
The FSC sent a letter of recommendation for
Lief to Dordt College Provost Eric Forseth
on February 9, 2016, according to Tazelaar.
The committee report states that each letter
“highlighted and encouraged [the] candidate’s
contributions,
strengths,
potential
for
development.” Recommendation letters to the
provost from area leaders were also expected by
February 20, according to the faculty handbook.
The faculty handbook also states that “by
March 1, the provost shall review all evaluative
sources and make a recommendation to the
president.” If the president agrees with the
recommendation, he shall pass it on to the Board
of Trustees. The board is the official governing
body of Dordt College and any decision made
is final.
Only one more hurdle for Lief: the board
interview.
But then there were more.
This story continues at dordtdiamond.com.
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April, A Time to Consider Sexual Awareness (cont.)
Continued from page 1
Olson, who works with Wilson on Title IX
cases, sought to clarify Wilson’s statement in
the March 30 Q&A. “I think what Howard was
trying to say was not that it doesn’t exist, but
that it’s not who we are,” meaning, according to
Olson, that a visitor “won’t walk on campus and
think we blame victims.” In a later interview,
Olson said that while certain aspects of rape
culture within broader society, including large
universities, has trickled down to Dordt, the
college doesn’t have an “overwhelming” rape
culture in which such behavior is normalized.
Tori Mann, a junior studying on SPICE, is
among those who believe that rape culture exists
on Dordt’s campus. Mann said that though she
is sometimes “surprised by what people do at
Dordt, but I don’t think a rape culture exists
here.”
The topics of sexual assault and rape culture
have become a booming topic of discussion
amongst the national media, especially as these
issues pertain to college campuses. According
to a recent Washington Post-Kaiser Family
Foundation poll, one in five women are sexually
assaulted while receiving an education at a fouryear institution. Recent news highlights Baylor
University and Brigham Young University as
pointing to this statistic.
On Oct. 28, 2016, The Wall Street Journal
reported that, since 2011, 17 women have
reported being sexually or domestically
assaulted by 19 Baylor football players,

four of those assaults being gang rapes.
Meanwhile, at Brigham Young the The Salt
Lake Tribune reported that students spoke out
against the university’s Honor Code Office as
administrators were penalizing sexual assault
victims, “not for their rapes, but for drinking,
staying out late or being in guys’ rooms.” These
are two cases among hundreds, as shown by the
Netflix documentary “The Hunting Ground,”
a film that features cases of sexual assault at
institutions around the nation, including Florida
State and Harvard Law School.
“I believe [sexual assault] happens at
any college campus,” said Van De Griend.
“Research shows that it happens even on
Christian campuses.”
Van De Griend isn’t wrong.
In 2002, a female student at Liberty
University accused Jesse Matthews, a defensive
lineman on the Liberty Flames’ football team,
of raping her at the Vines Center, an on-campus
sports arena. She did not press charges.
Then, in Sept. 2016, Liberty suspended
two football players from the team after an

investigation linked them to an alleged sexual
assault that took place the year prior. The
university said these students were connected
with an alleged off-campus assault in August
2015. Then, less than three months later,
towards the end of the football season, the
institution hired Ian McCaw as the school’s new
athletic director. His former employer? Baylor
University.
“He is a good man who found himself in a
place where bad things were happening and
decided to leave,” said Liberty President Jerry
Falwell, Jr. in a statement about McCaw’s
hiring.
The size of a Christian institution does
not shield it from incidents of sexual assault,
however. With a 2013 undergraduate population
of around 2,434, Wheaton College, located west
of Chicago in Illinois, reported six sex offenses
(involving rape or “forced fondling”) in 2012,
five of which were committed in on-campus
housing facilities. The college reported one oncampus case in 2013 and five on-campus cases
in 2015, four committed in students’ residents.
Gordon College, an institution located
in Wenham, MA with around 1,657
undergraduates, reported three cases of rape
on campus and six cases of fondling from
2013 to 2015. In those three years, Trinity
Christian College, located in Palos Heights,
IL, reported one case of non-forcible (incest,
statutory rape) sex offense and Calvin College
reported one case of fondling. Dordt’s neighbor
Northwestern College reported zero cases of
sexual assault from 2013 to 2015 and one case
of fondling in 2015.
These reports were filed under the
requirements of the Clery Act. This law
federally mandates all colleges and universities
who receive federal funds, including grants,
to provide a public annual security report to
faculty and students every year on Oct. 1.
Among other requirements, this report must
include crime statistics for the preceding three
calendar years. According to the Clery Center,
these statistics include all crimes reported, cases
of alcohol and drug use and “the prevention of/
response to sexual assault, domestic or dating
violence, and stalking.”
Considering the realities of sexual assault at
Christian schools across the nation, it is vital
to examine this reality in the context of Dordt
College and Sioux Center as a whole.
On Aug. 22, 2016, Daniel Fennig, a 2015
Dordt College graduate, was convicted of third
degree sexual abuse by the state of Iowa for
engaging in sexual intercourse with a minor in
his former residence. Fennig, who participated
on Dordt’s football and track teams, had been
an assistant track coach at Dordt up until his
arrest.
In terms of sexual assault on Dordt’s campus,
the college’s most recent Clery Act filing shows
Dordt’s crime statistics for 2013-2015 reporting
three cases of sexual assault on campus, one
unfounded.
Dordt’s Student Handbook defines sexual
assault as “a form of sexual misconduct”
that runs the gamut from “forcible rape to
nonphysical forms of pressure that compel
individuals to engage in sexual activity against
their will.” In the fall of last year, Dordt added a
“Report It” Title IX tab to the DCC Homepage.
Title IX statues aim to protect college
students and faculty from gender or sexual
“discrimination, harassment or violence,”
according to the Title IX report form linked on
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Dordt’s website. At the March 30 Q&A, Olson
said that once a report is filled out and signed,
the document is sent to Howard Wilson, who
is Dordt’s Title IX Coordinator. Wilson then
brings together other deputy investigators on
campus and chooses at least two administrators
to run a full investigation into the incident.
Wilson stated that some large public
institutions adjudicate thousands of Title IX
complaints each year.
The occurrence of sexual assault on campus
does not shock many students. Sophomore
Katerina Maybaum said, “I think it is important
to remember that just because it is a Christian
school doesn’t mean that stuff like this doesn’t
happen.”
However, the reality of this issue should
not devolve into complacency, according to
Raddhitya “Brad” Badudu. When discussing
sexual assault on campus, Badudu, a senior
theology major, said that “this is not a joke. This
is actually happening on campus.”
The actual amount of sexual assault cases that
occur at Dordt remains a mystery, however.
While Olson estimates that one to two cases
of sexual assault are reported each year, she
also said “it is happening more often than it is
reported.”
Van De Griend agrees the issue is
underreported: “I think it does happen on
Dordt’s Campus but it is not reported.”
On Nov. 12, 2004, The Diamond wrote an
article about a $197,172 grant Dordt received
from the U.S. Department of Justice to fund
the Safe Campus project, a school-wide effort
to “educate the campus about violence against
women.” The article stated that “not a single
sexual assault or forcible rape [had] been
reported within recent memory.” However,
former professor Vanderwoerd conducted a
student research project the year prior and
found that 38.9 percent of women surveyed
at northwest Iowa colleges reported that they
had experienced sexual harassment either on
campus or at some point in their lives.
Addressing the issues of rape culture and
sexual assault at Dordt takes the effort of an
entire community. Chaplain Aaron Baart said
the institution is “really good at dealing with
situations when they come” as the college goes
“above and beyond in protecting a victim’s
identity,” for instance. In terms of Dordt’s
relationship with Sioux Center, Chief Adkins
said that the college today is more proactive in
reaching out to community resources. “They
[Dordt] used to do it more ‘in-house,’ but
they’ve contacted the police more in recent
years,” Adkins said.
Adkins serves as the President of the Board
of Directors at the Family Crisis Center in Sioux
Center. This organization provides services
to individuals in a variety of situations, from
domestic violence to homicide cases to sexual
assault. The FCC also operates the state’s
first 24/7 statewide call center for victims of
domestic violence and sexual abuse. The FCC
and CAASA are sister agencies who work
together in 19 Iowa counties.
Services, though helpful and necessary,
provide a reaction to the problem. In order to
address the problems of sexual assault and rape
culture head on, many suggest a more offensive
approach.
“All of campus needs to be talking about it:
First Mondays, wing events, anything really,”
said Marta Vander Top, a senior theology major.
In terms of starting a conversation around
these topics, Vander Top said the social work

department “does well with this” in the way
it provides informational events such as the
March 30 Q&A.
Professor Boer, who worked at a sexual
abuse treatment center in Florida before
returning Sioux Center, believes much of sexual
abuse and assault can be avoided if children are
taught to respect themselves at a young age.
During her time in Florida, Boer found that “a
lot of our girls lack a lot of assertion skills,”
leaving them vulnerable to guys who would
“schmooze ‘em, and they don’t know how to
say no.” As such, she emphasizes the need to
teach young girls about their bodies, sex and
sexuality, as well as how to say “no” to potential
perpetrators.
Part of that ‘saying no’ may involve selfdefense, and as such an officer at Sioux Center
police is currently being trained in self-defense.
Adkins said he hopes the officer can start
offering training to others soon.
In terms of Dordt’s administrative-tostudent measures, Dean of Students Robert
Taylor listed a variety of events for students on
campus to attend: Doubt Night, Chocolate Hour,
the Women of Promise Bible study and Baart’s
chapels. Of those listed, Taylor said, “Chapel
is probably the best” in terms of reaching a
large audience with a message of Christ’s view
towards sexuality.
In terms of healing, particularly, Baart is
familiar with the intricacies of sexual assault
cases. From seminary classes to addressing
certain aspects of Title IX complaints to
counseling to working with local service
providers, Baart has a grasp on what it means
to give assault victims the support they need
while also gently moving them towards a place
of peace.
To Baart, pornography is a huge influence
in the world of sexual assault. Though the two
are not directly correlated, individuals who
view porn are much more likely to engage in
violent sexual acts in the future, said Baart,
because once people are addicted to porn they
continue to seek more violent forms of it. Being
passionate towards the subject, Baart and his
wife Nicole present workshops on porn and
sexting in local, public schools and Christian,
private schools. Baart gave one word of advice
to those approached by a victim of sexual
assault: “Listen.”
The tasks of counselors such as Baart or
Boer may seem overwhelming. But in the
March 30 Q&A Boer reassured attendees that
knowing exactly what to say is not the most
important part about helping someone heal.
Instead, Boer said, “be someone that people can
trust” and then be willing to trust in God.
When the girl mentioned in the video shown
at the March 30 Q&A was asked what she
wanted people to know about her situation, she
said she wants people to know that it’s the job of
parents and guardians and teachers to educate
kids on what qualifies as appropriate behavior
with others. This piece of information, she said,
can prevent the hardships of many, starting at a
young age.
Though the month of April is nearing its
end, initiatives to end sexual assault have not
stopped. Through the end of April, coffee shops
throughout Sioux County are either giving all
their tip money or all their earnings to CAASA
to support survivors and raise awareness for
sexual assault. For more information, contact
CAASA at 1-877-362-4612.
Caeden Tinklenberg and other Diamond staff
contributed to this report.
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Disagreements over Trump rally still linger
Caeden Tinklenberg – Staff Writer

Ryan McDermott, a Dordt sophomore, used
the word “buzz” to describe what Trump
brought to campus last year.
While McDermott considers himself wellinformed and engaged in politics (having
spent the previous summer as an intern in the
Washington D.C. office of Rep. David Young
R-Iowa District 3), he appreciated Dordt’s
efforts to expose other students to as many
candidates as possible.
“I don’t want to be stuck in a glass case where
all I get to see is Republican ideas,” McDermott
said. “My only disappointment is that neither
Clinton nor Sanders came.”
McDermott acknowledges that Trump was the
most well-known of all the candidates. Trump’s
rally at Dordt gave some sort of validity to his
Hollywood politician effect.
** *
Junior Gala Campos, a student from Mexico,
remembers not being worried.
“It wasn’t until I realized that people were

giving Trump more attention than the other
candidates that I started getting nervous,”
Campos said. Even then, she thought his
popularity was due to his celebrity status more
than his ideas.
Campos admits now that more people
share views with Trump than she could have
imagined. “People informed me that they were
going to vote for Trump, but not because they
agreed with his racial comments,” she said. “I
was afraid my friends were going to change the
way they acted around me.”
In a way, Campos is glad Trump stopped at
Dordt. “His presence emboldened some of his
supporters on campus, yes, but it energized his
opposition even more.” She has found people to
surround herself with and she knows who not to
talk to if she is trying not to offend.
As she is in the states on a student VISA,
Campos worries that the distinction between
legal and illegal immigrants is dissolving
because of Trump’s comments about her
nationality and her country. Moreover,
travelling in and out of the US as a non-citizen
is becoming riskier. She planned to go home for
spring break and felt afraid that going through
customs and security would take longer than
usual “ because of Trump’s [Executive] orders.”
** *
International students seem to express more
interest in US politics than most American
students.
Joshua Meribole, a student from Gambia, said
the simple explanation for this discrepancy is
Trump’s volatile approach to foreign affairs.
Most international students don’t like Trump
at all, according to Meribole. Meribole wishes
more Democratic candidates would have come
to campus. “It’s important to see them live,” he
said. However, this sentiment didn’t prevent
all international students from buying a ticket
to Trump’s appearance in the B.J. Haan. “I
attended his rally,” Meribole admits, “but I fell
asleep.”

Meribole feels that the advantages of
attending a Trump rally in person were hindered
by the inability to ask questions. “I don’t think
it was worth Trump coming from an academic
standpoint,” Meribole said. “You could watch
him on TV and get the exact same thing; there
was no real learning experience.”
** *
Sophomore Matthew Ojo of Nigeria, who still
disagrees with Dordt’s decision to invite Trump
to campus, seconds the charge against Dordt for
allowing Trump to speak without taking any
questions.
To Ojo, it doesn’t make a difference that
Dordt invited all the candidates. Ojo perceived
President Hoekstra’s letter justifying Trump’s
invitation by saying he wanted students exposed
to different opinions as a disguised defense
of Trump. “Everyone knew about Trump and
everyone was talking about Trump before
he came here.” Ojo felt there was nothing
educational about this event.
Ojo likes the town hall-style campaign events
the most. “It’s more personal; it’s relatable.
Even with First Monday speakers, the morning
lecture isn’t nearly as important as the evening
Q&A session,” Ojo said. Of all the candidates
that spoke at Dordt, Jeb Bush was Ojo’s favorite
because he answered so many questions.
Both Ojo and Meribole think the administration
should approach the political process from the
standpoint that the purpose of these events is
to benefit Dordt’s students and campus, not the
campaign. If candidates don’t agree to the terms
set by the college, Ojo doesn’t think they should
be allowed to speak.
** *
“An educated decision can only be achieved
after all perspectives have been explored,”
senior Courtney de Wolde said. “It would be
hypocritical to let some candidates come, but
bar others. I fully support Dordt’s decision to
invite every candidate to campus.”
De Wolde said she is proud to be from a

college that ensures opportunities are available
to continue her education outside of the
classroom.
** *
Jordan Swanson, a senior history major,
agreed that allowing all candidates to campaign
at Dordt was the right decision. “I believe that
seeing Trump in person has created, for both his
supporters and detractors, the perception that
they know the ‘real’ Trump,” he said.
However, Swanson thought the college could
have done a better job at distancing itself from
Trump and his ideas.
“I think that [President] Hoekstra’s letter
could have been stronger,” Swanson said. “He
focused on the one statement that stood out—
the shooting statement—but there were many
controversial comments made in that speech.”
** *
Trump isn’t the first controversial political
figure to speak at Dordt. Leah Zuidema, Dean
for Curriculum and Instruction at Dordt, was
a high schooler when she heard Jesse Jackson
preach to the Dordt community back in April
of 1987. (If you want to read about this event,
check out the library archives for the April 23,
1987 issue of the Diamond.) “I wanted to see
somebody who was part of national politics
and be able to see for myself without it being
filtered” Zuidema said.
According to Zuidema, nothing you see on
TV or hear on the radio compares to seeing the
reactions of the people in the room, or feeling
the tenor of others at a live event. “We [Dordt]
give that stage [to politicians] so that students
can participate and listen together, go home
and discuss the ideas in community, and then
make more informed decisions,” Zuidema said.
“That kind of process doesn’t happen with
individually distributed media. I can listen to
my podcast that you’ve never heard of and you
can watch a cable channel that I don’t get, but
we both attended the Trump rally and here we
are talking about it.”

Sunday singing connects students with elderly
Joshua Meribole – Staff Writer

The elderly sit, listen and watch. As they move
to a different location to sing, a senior citizen
clasps her hands tightly, another gently begins
to mouth the words from memory and another,
his back facing the students, turns to glance at
the young angelic voices as he folds his hands.
“So you did come after all,” the lady in the
wheelchair says. She is friendly and interested
in knowing about what is going in the lives of
the singers.
Dordt students typically spend their Sundays
either playing sports, binging shows of Nexflix
or doing the homework that they have been
procrastinating on for the whole weekend. But
for a certain group of Dordt students, it’s the art
of singing to the elderly that occupies a portion
of their Sunday afternoon.
What began as a small idea formed nine years
ago by a few students turned into a tradition
deemed ‘Sunday Singing.’ Every Sunday
afternoon, six-to-fourteen Dordt students of
all ages visit the senior residents at Royale
Meadows Care Center in Sioux Center. The
core group of individual who engage in this

form of outreach in the community are brother
and sister Andrew and Janelle Cammenga,
Kylie and Tanner Van Whye, Rebecca Nymeyer
and Kolter Brandshaw.
“Good singers,” said an elderly individual to
someone close by as hymns spread across the
room and down the hallway.
On Sundays, the small choir typically leaves

the clock tower on Dordt Campus at 4:40pm,
though this Easter Sunday, with services in their
church moved earlier in the day, the group will
visit the elderly one hour earlier.
Upon arriving at Royale Meadows, students
meander through the hallways, sharing words of
prayer and song. They stand in a broken circle
with their backs facing each other, hymnals in
their hands, while their voices carry in different
directions throughout the open rooms.
Their first Easter Sunday piece is Christ Alone
Has Risen Today. The members of the group
are smiling, and when they finish singing they
begin to speak with the senior residents.
After they have finishing singing, the elderly
individuals initiate the common game of Dutch
Bingo with the students.
Joan, who came to visit her friend at Royale
Meadows, led the conversation. After asking
for the names and locations of each student,
Kyle, an individual from one of the two sets of
siblings present, spoke her name and offered
a possible suggestion of a family relation that
Joan and the older dlderly might know. Once a
familiar name popped up, there was a moment
of “ah” among the crowd and a resonant feeling
of success.
After singing for their first group, the students

Kyle Fossè

Major: Theatre Arts: Acting & Directing; Digital Media Production
4 years writing on-and-off
Advice:
“Start early, and write without editing yourself. Take a break, then come
back and do your revisions. Alternatively, wait until the last possible minute
and frantically scribble own your best thoughts into a semi-coherent string
of consciousness which displays your raw, unedited emotional ramblings.
Both methods are valid.”

moved on to different locations throughout
Royale Meadows. Each time they sing those in
attendance are quietly listening. One man who
had his back turned from the group folded his
arms and listened intently while the woman
sitting right next to him began to mouth the
words of the song.
While finishing up in their last room after
spending their voices in various rooms in Royale
Meadows, a man stood up from his chair and
moved to the door with a fellow female resident
just to see who was singing.
“Some of the songs, we knew them from a
long time,” said the woman. “We appreciate it
when they come and sing.”
When these students were asked why they
choose to spend their afternoons singing to
the elderly, Andrew Cammenga, a senior
engineering major, answered, “Were given
a voice, why not use it on something?”
Cammenga then added that the elderly provide
such knowledge and insight, information gained
after years of living and experiencing.
“Everybody has a story; it’s fun to hear about
it.”
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Ideafest: Science Fair on In memory of Dr. Charles
Steroids
Adams
Megan De Graff – Staff Writer

Science fairs were always popular in middle
school—they gave students a chance to show
off their scientific prowess by displaying their
latest creations and demonstrate experiments,
even if their baking soda volcano didn’t erupt
when they wanted.
As students grow in their knowledge and
skills, there are often fewer opportunities for
sharing what they have learned. When there are
opportunities, students often forego the chance
to show their knowledge. High schools and
colleges are typically so intensive that some
students get wrapped up in the busyness of the
semester and don’t have time or desire to pursue
extra learning.
This is where the posters of memes on the
walls of nearly every campus building, hung to
encourage students to present and be present,
come into play.
Ideafest is an annual opportunity for students
to share their learning and research with a wider
audience than those within their major. Art
majors can present their findings on abstract
imperfection in the art world to a group that
includes engineering majors who believe that
anything can be defined numerically. Those
studying actuarial science and math can listen
to presentations on how English and math
are intricately connected, so they have to
think before using the “left brain” argument
when complaining about linguistically-based
assignments.
This year’s Ideafest featured subjects all
over the scope of learning. Sion Yang, a junior,
presented arguments on how to grade music
classes comparatively to core classes. Ryan

Elizabeth Helmkamp – Staff Writer

Pasveer and Bryan Van Belle talked on behalf of
this year’s engineering concrete canoe project,
for which this group is travelling to Wisconsin
for a competition this week.
Even though the numbers were down for
sign-ups early in the process, many students
eventually decided to participate in the resumebuilding activity, resulting in a grand lineup of presentations. Nearly every major was
represented, from education to engineering,
theatre arts to theology, math to music. Students
got to share everything from poetry they wrote
to machinery they built.
Ideafest is also an opportunity for Dordt board
members and professors to see things from a
different perspective. While professors usually
teach students a few particular subjects each
semester, they rarely get to see the other work
their own students do outside of their class.
Similarly, Dordt board members, who work
tirelessly to ensure the best possible experience
for all students, get the chance to see what these
students have done as a result of their work.
In addition to the great presentations, through
which students were able to learn about new
intricacies inside and outside their fields of
study, at least a few dozen students stood in the
campus center to show their findings by way of
posters and experiments to any passersby who
showed interest.
Many schools encourage learning outside
of classes, but Dordt College encourages this
value by encouraging students to teach one
another and share ideas.

On February 24, Dr. Charles Adams, founder
of the Dordt engineering department, passed
away. He started at the college in 1979,
and taught and worked with many of the
faculty members teaching in the engineering
department today. Several of these professors
shared their memories of Adams in his passing.
Dr. Ethan Brue both had Adams as a teacher
and also worked with him as a colleague.
“I remember he loved music,” Brue said. “He
loved woodworking—all sorts of things. [He]
loved philosophy and politics and talking about
everything in the world that Christians would
confront.”
“Yes,” remembers Brue, “he was an engineer,
so he taught engineering materials, but it was
always in the context of how we love the
Lord and how we fulfill our calling. First and
foremost, he wanted us to be that…that was
probably the thing I remember most about him.”
Adams showed Brue what engineering could
be by teaching everything in context of a
broader calling, and Adams influenced Brue to
study engineering.
“He wasn’t the easiest professor. He drove
us hard, he worked us hard. He definitely, at
times, exasperated us as students, and he was
provocative enough to make us angry and
bothered at things sometimes—that was his
style. But he had, for the most part, a gift in
being able to balance that with a deep care for
the students,” Brue said.
“Yes he had a very strong, opinionated
way of teaching…but he always welcomed

disagreement. I think he even loved
disagreement,” Brue recalled. “In that way we
knew he cared deeply about the way that we
thought.”
Brue said, that as a colleague, Adams was
always encouraging towards other faculty. “He
was a great leader.”
Dr. Joel Sikkema also had Adams as a teacher.
Sikkema said Adams influenced him primarily
through “plumb lines,” which were some of
Adams’ writings about Christian life.
Dr. Justin Vander Werff, another Dordt
professor who learned under Adams, said the
man’s worldview heavily influenced him.
“I wouldn’t be here at Dordt if hadn’t been
for him,” Vander Werff said. “Even before I
was teaching at Dordt, I felt like I was really
enjoying my work as an engineer because of,
in many ways, the perspective I got from him.”
Dr. Kevin Timmer also had Adams as a
professor and worked with him as a college.
When describing his experience as a student
with Adams, he said, “I remember him being
very intelligent; I remember him being very
precise in his language, very precise in his
expectations. I thought of him as a very
demanding professor, demanding in a way you
could tell he had your best interests in mind.”
Timmer said Adams liked to read. “He would
start the summer with a stack of books that tall,”
Timmer held his hand about a foot above his
desk, “and that was his summer reading.”
He also remembers several stories about
Adams. Since Adams grew up in the 1960s,
he “kinda had that radical anti-war sort of
undertone to him, and I remember during the
gulf war [he had] an anti-war party at his house
for a few of us faculty. It was very interesting.”
In another instance, “We were coming back
from a conference in Wisconsin… and we
stopped in at this Hardees in Humboldt, and
we were eating our supper there and this older
gentleman came over to our table and said, ‘It’s
so nice to see a father out with his two sons.’ So
we got a kick out of that,” said Timmer, “and
after that I started calling him ‘Dad’ once in a
while, whenever it seemed most inappropriate
or whenever it would get the biggest reaction
out of him.”
“Even in his final week,” said Kory
Plockmeyer, pastor of Covenant Christian
Reformed Church, “he continued to try to join
in with the singing of hymns and expressed love
for his wife and for the Lord.”

Senior Bethany Van Eps spent a semester in
Austrailia this spring. Pictured on the left is St.
Helena, where Van Eps said she had her first
wallaby sighting. Pictured below is the Brisbane
skyline, where she said you can see the city lights
and the heavenly stars at the same time.

Christian Zylstra
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The educational journey of Walker Cosgrove
Anna Veltkamp – Staff Writer

His office is filled with books: four large cases
line the walls, each case so full with books that
the texts overflow to a table behind his desk.
With classical music playing in the background,
family photos covering his file cabinet and a
chalkboard with his daughter’s drawing of a cat
sitting behind his desk, Walker Cosgrove and his
office space demonstrate an embrace of Dordt
College with signs of a life outside of Dordt.
Scattered throughout his office, these artifacts
evidence the beautiful reality of how one’s past
experiences play out in their current, and future,
roles. These artifacts – this office – show the life
of Walker Cosgrove.
Cosgrove grew up in a home that valued
education, he said. Cosgrove’s father taught as
a professor at Taylor University, and Professor
Cosgrove encouraged young Walker to keep a
book in his hands, teaching him to explore a
wide range of disciplines, too.
A house filled with learning was normal for
Cosgrove, and he laments the growing scarcity
of such home styles. Cosgrove values the role
of education in his house today, and he and his
wife encourage his daughter’s curiosity of life
through reading and exploration of nature.
During his childhood, Cosgrove said that his
perception of his life changed during a summer
sleepover. After spending a Wednesday night
at a friend’s house, Cosgrove was surprised to
find that his friend’s father worked during the
summer.
“‘Where’s your dad?’ [I asked,] and he said
that his dad had to go to work. …that was the
first time when it clicked that my dad, my world,
is different than most kids’.”

Because his dad had holidays off, being a
professor was always in the back of his mind.
Cosgrove said that he hadn’t necessarily
wanted to become a professor like his dad, but
that he also didn’t know what he wanted to do.
During Cosgrove’s sophomore year at Taylor
University, he became a history major. He
still hesitated on becoming a professor, but by
senior year he decided to apply for grad school
to pursue teaching.
The first day of Cosgrove’s freshman year at
Taylor stands as one of his college highlights, a
memory that involves his father.
“I remember [him saying] I should be careful
because he could embarrass me,” Cosgrove
said. “I [wore] something ridiculous - like
‘Okay, if you want to do this, let’s do this’ - and
on the first day of class… I walk all the way
to the front of this 150 student class and give
him a big hug and a kiss, and I say ‘I think I’m
winning 1-0 right now’ and he just said ‘the
game can be over’.”
Needless to say, this history professor felt as if
he had defeated his father in the match.
College wasn’t all jokes for Cosgrove,
however. He had some serious time to grapple
with questions on God and his identity as a
Christian, and as a human. Cosgrove said he
appreciated learning to think more holistically
at college, a trait he hopes his students will learn
here, as well.
To Cosgrove, college is a time to have fun, to
be serious and to learn who one might be as a
person.
“Don’t’ make [college] only about the
classroom, don’t make it only about a sport
or music and don’t make it only about having
fun” Cosgrove said. “College really ought to

be about becoming more human, figuring out
who you are. So try to be broadly involved in
a variety of activities, including curricular and
co-curricular, but without spreading yourself
too thin. That should give you some free time
to really just dig into, ‘Who am I?,’, ‘Why am
I here?’, etc.”
Cosgrove advises students to ask the tough
questions, the ones beyond just getting a job.
Part of asking these tough questions spills
over into his Dordt life. With an office filled
with books, Cosgrove maintains his childhood
love of reading as he reads both for Dordt
classes and for his own interest.
“I don’t get as much time now [during the
academic year], so in the summer time I will
read 120-200 books,” he said. Reading is
relevant to his position at Dordt, yet Cosgrove
also feels it is a vital part of who he is.
Overwhelmed by the task of naming his
favorite books, Cosgrove listed a few authors
that he enjoys reading: Fyodor Dostoyevsky,
Marilynne Robinson and various poets
including Adam Zagierski and Wendell Berry.
In terms of other art forms, Cosgrove often
listens to classical, as well as jazz, music.
“I really like Bach, and Beethoven… Miles
Davis would be my favorite for jazz, probably.”
In the next year, Cosgrove will travel to
northern Italy for a CORE class taught by
himself and Professor Matthews. The class will
focus on the Italian Renaissance. On his own
time, however, Cosgrove would like to travel to
Ireland, Sweden, the Middle East and southern
Italy.
These future travels will feed Cosgrove’s love
of the outdoors. Outside of college experiences
and his job at Dordt, Cosgrove stays active in

the outdoors. Whether it is grilling, gardening,
walking, riding a bike, reading, or even working,
the outdoors are his domain.
“If the weather’s even remotely warm enough
that my fingers aren’t freezing cold,” he said,
“I will be outside.” He said that if he can do
any of these things with his family, the outdoor
experience is even better.
“We homeschool. …[We] try to avoid digital
technology as much as possible, and [we]
encourage being outside and playing. So we
don’t watch a lot of TV, [my daughter] is never
on a device or a computer and instead of either
exploring [or] playing outside,” his daughter
will have “imaginative play” inside, or will be
reading, Cosgrove said.
His family is very important to him. Cosgrove
said he gives his daughter the same childhood
experiences that he had in regards to educational
encouragement.

William Tjeerdsma no ordinary being
Luke Venhuizen – Social Media Director

William Tjeerdsma is no ordinary human
being. He is a miracle, a saint, and has a story
like no one else.
Tjeerdsma came to Dordt College to become
a medical social worker. He seeks this future
vocation because he feels he can relate to
people receiving this type of care; Tjeerdsma
once stood in their shoes.
At 10 months old Tjeerdsma was diagnosed
with a large, inoperable brain tumor. He was
sent to the Mayo Clinic where he underwent
five rounds of intense chemotherapy within a
nine month period.
At the end of those nine months, the tumor
more than tripled in size, and he was sent home
with the belief that he would not live past his
second birthday. This news didn’t stop him and
his family from fighting for his life, though.
“My parents stayed in faith and believed God
would heal me. We believe it was through divine
intervention that we heard of a neurosurgeon
out in Sacramento at the time.”

This neurosurgeon was Dr. Michael S. B.
Edwards, who is now the director of Stanford’s
Pediatric Neurosurgery Program at Stanford
Medicine in Palo Alto, California.
Tjeerdsma had his first major brain surgery just
after he turned two years old, and the surgery
was a success. Since that initial procedure,
Tjeerdsma has had MRI’s every three-to-six
months, that is, up until a couple of years ago.
Today, he goes in for a MRI once a year.
In 2004, doctors found a growth once again.
He went under for his second major brain
surgery at the age of nine. This time he stayed
at the Ronald McDonald House at Stanford,
where Edwards had transferred.
Tjeerdsma went to radiation in the morning,
Monday through Friday, and the rest of the day
he was free to do as he pleased (within reason).
Tjeerdsma spent much of his free time being
homeschooled and also volunteering.
“I set a goal to volunteer for 24 hours because
that is the amount of hours there is in a day,”

said Tjeerdsma.
This goal sparked Tjeerdsma’s passion for
volunteering.
He achieved the 24 hours goal along with a
clean bill of health after those two months.
“I didn’t get sick, I didn’t lose any of my hair,
and I didn’t get any extra medicine. I was one of
the healthiest kids at the house. Parents would
look at me and say, ‘What are you doing here?’”
During the following summer, Tjeerdsma
joined a team to go to San Francisco and walk
a half marathon as a fundraiser for the Ronald
McDonald House. Tjeerdsma set a goal of
raising $2,400, a dollar amount related to his
24-hour volunteering goal.
“By the time of the race we raised a little
over $3,000 for the house, and the entire team
raised a little over $110,000 for the house,” said
Tjeersma. “This is huge considering that it is
$10 a night to stay [at the Ronald McDonald
House]. Some parents can’t afford the $10 a
night, which at that point they could then say
don’t worry about it—focus on your child.”
At the age of 14, during his eighth grade year
in school, Tjeersma became a volunteer at Unity
Point in Sioux City.
“I was kind of like the modern day candy
striper,” said Tjeerdsma.
He volunteered there all throughout high
school. By the time he was a senior, Tjeerdsma
had reached around 950 hours of volunteer work
at the hospital. By freshman year of college, he

Caeden Tinklenberg
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reached his goal of volunteering 1,000 hours.
Volunteering became a part-time job for
Tjeerdsma. The summer before his freshman
year of college, a community school in Sioux
City, he became the Jr. Volunteer Coordinator at
the hospital. After transferring to Dordt College,
Tjeersma quickly became known around
campus as the guy who holds the door open for
everyone. Why did he choose to perform this
task?”
“I served as a door greeter at church. Then
coming [to Dordt] I noticed there was a lot of
people going in and pushing the door open, and
I thought to myself, ‘Why can’t I do that?’”
Adding another source of the reason and
inspiration behind his act, Tjeersma said, “To
pull a quote from Evan Almighty, ‘ARK: an Act
of Random Kindness.’”
Tjeerdsma has lived out that motto many
times over, and he doesn’t seem to be slowing
down anytime soon.
“If I was going to give a piece of advice it
would be that even though something might
seem extremely small or insignificant, like
holding a door or doing something nice to a
friend or stranger, you don’t know how much
of an impact that could have on someone. We
might not know their story and they might not
know why we did it, but it might make their day
a little better.”
Consider what the world might look like if we
all had Tjeersma’s mindset.
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Fake it Till You Make It
Danny Moers – Staff Writer

New York City is much more than a massive
metropolis filled with confused tourists and
aspiring billionaires. New York City is a place
that people work for years to get to, with a
likelihood of being spit back out in a few short
months.
In a conversation on a rooftop basketball

court with several small-time investors, they
described to me their lavish lifestyles and
elaborate weekend getaways. All of them had
graduated college, received some money from
their parents and started investing in business
ideas that seemed interesting. For them, all has
worked out.
Amidst their successes, however, the group
also told stories of people who had their same
dreams and goals and who had failed. One such
individual had invested half of his money into an
idea and it fell through. Today, he is back home
in Texas, working for his dad and dreaming of
the day he can get back out to New York.
Underneath all the complex layers of people
living in New York City, there is an underlying
sense of competitiveness. People are obsessing
over finding their next big break and forming
relationships with people who they know will
help them get ahead. This mentality finds its way
into every facet of life. Business professionals
often tell stories of how their most profitable
deals have occurred at a happy hour after work.
There are several floors of office buildings
in the Financial District in Lower Manhattan
strictly designed for Start-Up companies.
Building owners can rent out cubicles,
conference rooms and entire offices to people
who want to set up shop in New York City. Most
floors have over 10 separate businesses renting
space.
These offices can be described in one word:
optimistic. These Start-Up’s are at the cutting

edge of the industry, with a goal of launching
the next world changing business. I was
on assignment to do interviews for an app
development story, and was able to see one
of these buildings first hand. While waiting
for someone to interview, I spoke with several
people who were renting out space on the floor.
They pitched me their companies in 30-45
seconds and went on their way; hoping I would
write about them in an upcoming article.
I spoke with Sergey Belov, CEO of bromin7,

an app development company. He had a multimillion dollar company to market in the United
States and needed to find customers. “Bromin7
is a company that appeals to everyone, and
that is how we know we’ll find customers.”
It requires almost a false sense of reality to
succeed in New York City.
This semester has taught me what it takes to
see a lifelong goal or dream come to fruition.
Life out here isn’t necessarily easy. Learning
to not be afraid of asking questions or looking
inferior is essential to gaining the most out of
the experience. I am extremely thankful for the
opportunity and look forward to encouraging
everyone I can to participate in a semester in
New York City.

What to expect from Spain
Lexi Cox – Contributing Writer

Wow! I have spent almost an entire semester
abroad! This has easily been the craziest thing
I have ever done in my life. Throughout this
semester, I have tried new, amazing (and not
so amazing) foods and seen so many crazy
things. Studying abroad has been nothing like
I ever expected, and so I decided to make a list
of things you can expect if you decide to study
abroad in Spain, too.
1. Terrifying conversations
Spaniards will very bluntly interrupt and yell
what Americans consider to be insults during
normal conversations with each other. This
does not necessarily mean that they are angry or
think badly of anyone; this is simply how they
are taught to communicate. I was once told, “If

you don’t yell, you won’t be heard, and if you
don’t interrupt, then they won’t stop talking.”
I have also been told that I do not eat enough
vegetables and that I will have heart problems.
Most of the time receiving “insults” from a
Spaniard only means that they care about you,
so you have to try and understand that while
immersed in Spanish culture.
2. Making friends
This is a given, but still so crucial. This semester
can be difficult for anyone, and, without friends
or some sort of support system, it will be even
harder. You have friends and family back home,
but they will not always be awake at the same
time as you to support you when you need it.
And even then, long distance communication is

simply not the same. The language barrier can
be tough when speaking to people around you,
but it is still nice to have someone to sit by you
or give you a hug when you are down. Everyone
is capable of communicating care and love in
that way. For everyday life, if your Spanish is
not very good and communicating with adults
is a little awkward in general because you can’t
understand each other, I suggest making friends
with children. They have an easier vocabulary
and are learning the language themselves. I have
found that the least creepy way to accomplish
this is to meet them at church.
3. Mystery food
Bread, bread and more bread. Every meal will
have bread served with it. They like potatoes,
fish and bread. Depending on the family, you
may get a lot of French fries and fish. You will
be served food you do not recognize, and, if
your Spanish is anywhere near my level, you
learn to accept that you will never know what
that new food is, exactly. But sometimes it is
better that way. One day, for instance, I was
served baby eels, and another day I was served
pig’s face, a food that, for the record, is very
spiny and consists of literally only cartilage. I
decided to stop asking my hosts to tell me about
my food after that incident.
4. Midnight supper, not snack
I ate breakfast at 8:30 AM, lunch at 3 PM and
supper at 10 PM, sometimes 11 PM. My family
ate the latest out of anyone I knew, but I did not
know of anyone who ate lunch earlier than 2
and supper later than 9. To survive this change
in eating schedule you have to utilize snacks,
and I suggest using Spain’s delicious oranges
to fill the need. It’s really not as horrifying as it
sounds; your stomach adapts.
5. Walking miles
If you think walking from Covenant is horrid,
I have some news for you: most students in
Spain have to walk 30 minutes or more to get
to school each day. In Spanish culture, walking
everywhere is expected. If it takes less than 30
minutes to walk somewhere, it makes little sense
to Spaniards to do anything other than to walk.
There are streets made only for pedestrians, but
because walking is so popular these roads are
the same size as normal streets. This is not that
bad, either—after the first week. Your body will
adapt to it.
6. Seeing the world
Studying abroad is a fantastic opportunity
to see different parts of the world, but do it
wisely. If you travel, know that staying in

a hostel is good for meeting other travelers,
an Airbnb is good for getting local insight on
where to go and a hotel is good for nothing.
Budget and plan early on so you know that you
will have enough money to make it to the end
of the semester. Seeing different cultures and
experiencing what each country has to offer
opens up your worldview and allows you to
understand others more. It is a very valuable
experience.
My experience studying in Spain has been
full of surprises, to say the least! However, the
biggest piece of advice and the biggest lesson I
have learned this semester is this: do not care
too much about stuff that does not matter. In the
grand scheme of life, I will not care if I got a C
or an A in a class, as long as it got me the credit
I needed. I will not care if I saw all the things
I said I wanted to see. I will not care if I did
the grandest things and had the most exciting
stories. All I will care about is if what I did
brought me joy and happiness. So, you might
as well enjoy all the situations you are in to the
fullest, because that is what you will care about
in the long run.
¡Buena suerte con su aventura!

· Opinion ·
Nye confuses science with ‘My Sex Junk’
Jonathan Janssen – Returning Editor

On Friday, April 21, Netflix released thirteen
episodes of celebrity Bill Nye’s new series Bill
Nye Saves the World. In his new show, Nye –
famous for his 90s science-education series for
children, Bill Nye the Science Guy – “explores
topics such as climate change, alternative
medicine, and video games from a scientific
point of view, while also refuting myths and
anti-scientific claims.”
While Nye’s aims may be purely scientific,
his efforts often veer away from ‘science’ and
into philosophy and politics. One of the show’s
musical numbers by Rachel Bloom called “My

Sex Junk” received notable derision in the
media and online after it strayed particularly
from scientific understanding. With lyrics such
as “My vagina has its own voice,” one begins
to wonder if the whole thing is merely parody.
But no. The skit is in earnest, as Nye reminds
the audience at the end: “That’s exactly the right
message, Rachel.”
Regardless, the song unintentionally reveals
several fallacies in modern thought regarding
gender and sexuality. For instance, the song
begins with an appeal from the DJ to “all my
bipeds who identify as ladies” and immediately
sees Bloom ask, “Are my options only hard or
moist?” (referring, assumedly, to the penis and
vagina, respectively).
Of course, the answer is ‘yes.’ Those are the
only biological options for those seeking sexual
interaction. This is a recurring problem for
modern disciples of self-identified, gender-fluid
dynamics: gender identities may very well be
differentiated from biological sex, but when it
comes to real-life application, gender-identities
mean little-to-nothing.
Bloom continues her gender-bending sermon,
singing, “It’s evolution, ain’t nothing new /
There’s nothing taboo about a sex stew” and

Victim blame? For shame…
Ellen Inggrid Dengah – Staff Writer

Just to be clear, I have never been sexually
assaulted. Although, now I wonder if this is true
because so many girls my age have been.
I was 14 when one of my best friends told me
that she was sexually assaulted. She did not use
the proper term when she described it, but looking
back, it aligns with one of the definitions of sexual
assault that RAINN (Rape, Abuse and Incest
National Network) has on their website. Readers,
I think you should check out that website, because
even though some of its content seems like nobrainer information, sexual assault still happens
and nobody knows how to prevent it when it’s
coming or how to handle it when it has happened.
One of the listed forms of sexual assault that
is on the website is defined as “fondling or
unwanted sexual touching.” Defining sexual
assault is a difficult task, especially when romantic
relationships are involved. This question of
whether the victim wanted to be assaulted or not
is difficult because even though some answers can
be as clear as, “No, because he or she said ‘no,’”
most times, the answers are highly situational. And
when victims come forward to share the situation
they were in, their guilt and shame are often
reinforced by other people who – intentionally or
unintentionally – suggest that the victim helped the
assaulter in the act.
Nobody wants to be assaulted, let alone help it
happen. But questions like, “Did you lead him
on?” or “What were you wearing?” suggest that
the women being addressed actually wanted to be

assaulted. These questions invalidate the fact that
there has been an unwanted sexual interaction.
And yes, sexual interaction can be hard to define.
But in spite of its semantic meaning, this bias to
“defend” the assaulter by blaming the victim
is ridiculously engrained in the way we live,
engrained to a point that normalizes sexual abuse.
And let’s face it: sexual assault is an abuse of
power, and it is hard to convict someone in power,
especially when most of the aftermath of sexual
assault cannot be seen and is often difficult to prove.
Maybe if sexual assault resulted in victims losing a
limb as opposed to these individuals instead losing
something unseen more people would pay closer
attention. But I doubt it. We ignore instances of
injustice all the time.
But at least for now, you, readers, can’t hide
behind your ignorance whenever you try to blame
the victim. The fault does not lie in a lack of power
over their own body. A 6-year-old girl is easier to
harm sexually in comparison to, for example, a
50-year-old man, but this does not excuse the abuse
toward her. It is easier to emotionally manipulate
your significant other than it is to do something
sexually they don’t want to do. Manipulation still
takes place.
I know that sexual assault is always more
complicated and grayer than I conveyed in this
article. And I think sexual assaulters need to
heal just as much as their victims. But sending
assaulters to heal in a “rehabilitation prison” is as
much of a joke as this victim-blaming logic. I don’t
have all of the answers, but these are my thoughts.

Letter to the Editor
Dordt community,
I want to take this opportunity to write a short
note explaining some of my reasons for sharing
my observations about the “Lief Affair” to the
degree I did. I haven’t been motivated by a desire
to air dirty laundry in public, much less subject
these events to the court of public opinion. My
motivations arise in response to comments that
question Jason’s actions in response to events.
I find that those who question his actions in this
way have little knowledge of what transpired.
Speaking of and for myself, the entire series of
events was deeply wounding. Other faculty are
also deeply wounded (though I do not speak for
them). This has been the most difficult year for me
to work at Dordt College in 20 years. Those who
dismiss Jason also dismiss me and those faculty
who share my feelings.
There is little to be proud of, and much to be
ashamed of with respect to what took place. I
include my own actions in this assessment, and
not just the actions of others. Too often I acted – or
failed to act – out of fear and self-protection. We,
both as an institution and as those immediately

party to these events, remain far from the point
where confession, forgiveness, and reconciliation
are complete. I’m not sure it’s seriously begun.
Sometimes I despair that it will begin.
I have not, and will not, report the actions and
words that have so deeply wounded me. They
need not be shared with the public. Your readers
do not need to know everything, but they do
need to know enough to recognize that Jason
first and foremost, and others of us collaterally,
remain deeply wounded. This affair cannot be
treated as though it is concluded. If not for Jason’s
sake, then at least for the sake of the faculty
appropriate discussions must continue. To think
otherwise is simply to misunderstand. Few seem
to comprehend the significance of Jason’s absence
for some of us.
That is among the most painful of the realities
for me. So maybe a starting point is to make
good faith efforts to explain and to understand the
nature and reasons for the wounds many continue
to suffer.
Yours,
Professor Mark Tazelaar

later adding, vulgarly, “Don’t box in my box /
Give someone new a handy / Then give yourself
props.” It’s funny that she brings up evolution.
Evolving life has a way of maintaining order,
even when humans try their best to gain control.
Talk of ‘sex stews’ and casual sex are
reminiscent of slogans like ‘Make love, not
war’ from the sexual revolution of the 60s and
70s. Nature’s method of balance was, of course,
pregnancy. If liberation was to occur, women
would be at risk of childbirth – an unwanted
outcome in an overwhelming amount of cases.
Is it any wonder, then, that the landmark
case of Roe v. Wade that approved abortionon-demand was settled in 1973 – a further
attempt to confront and thwart nature’s
balances. Liberation in one area necessitates
restriction in another. And the abortion-rights
movement’s moral problems (e.g. the racist,
eugenicist Margaret Sanger, founder of Planned
Parenthood) will be the next natural arguments
that will need to be addressed.
Later, she croons, “Sexuality’s a spectrum
/ everyone is on it […] Just do what feels
right” and brings up a possible crude scenario:
“You’re a tall pansexual flirty wood sprite who
enjoys a fleshlight in the cold moonlight with
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a sad clown Skyping via satellite.” Calling
this “dropping some knowledge,” Bloom has,
in fact, unintentionally supplied evidence to
a common argument against gender-politics –
mainly, ‘Where does it end? Can I be a 4’2”,
13-year-old black girl? Can I be an attack
helicopter?’
As Bloom champions “sex how you want” as
“your goddamn right,” one naturally wonders,
‘Is anyone denying this right?’ Gone are the days
of Oscar Wilde, a writer imprisoned for a gay
affair in late-Victorian England. American antisodomy laws, upheld in Bowers v. Hardwick
in 1986, were rendered unconstitutional with
Lawrence v. Texas in 2003. As far as sex
goes, an overwhelming majority of Americans
agree: what happens in the bedroom between
two consenting adults is between them. No
one’s ‘rights’ to ‘sex how you want’ are being
threatened.
How ironic, then, after promulgating a selfnegating, sexual-political propagandist agenda,
that Bloom ends the song repeating, “Get off
your soapbox.” As Bill Nye crowds the stage,
proclaiming “That’s exactly the right message,”
the irony is obviously lost on them.
Not so, for the rest of us.

A cautious “yes” for Pro Tech
Megan De Graff – Staff Writer

Dordt College is set to become the first
Christian college to offer a variety of two-year
technical degrees and programs. This fall, the
Pro-Tech program will enroll students into
classes and internships that help grow both
their technical and humanitarian skills and
knowledge.
The key point that makes this program
different from state college and tech school
options is the opportunity to learn skills in
an environment that centers around Christ—
Dordt’s trademark holistic view of learning.
For those still in high school who are
looking for a way to blend faith and their
interests, the farm management and technology
manufacturing degrees may be perfect options.
In these programs, students are able to take
Core classes, live on campus and experience
the same “Dordt community” that any student
involved in a four-year program has access to.
But is this new push for two-year, technical,
hands-on degrees causing problems in the
humanities?
Some numbers in humanities departments
have been slowly decreasing over the years as
students opt for degrees that may seem more
“practical” than art, theology or music studies.
And with Dordt marketing the Pro-Tech
program as economical and practical, even
more students may choose to pursue interests in
these science fields.
Primary education systems across the nation
are cutting art programs left and right, but
many are adding technical, scientific programs
in their place. This often places a lower value
on the humanities in a simple financial sense as
the science programs receive more funding, and
therefore are able to flourish.
Dordt College may not technically be a
liberal arts college, but one of its main goals
is to provide encouragement and higher-level
learning for all fields of study. This goal is

Jonathan Janssen

Major: English Literature
2 years as writer, 2 years as editor
Favorite Memory:
“Watching The Diamond gain
legitimacy in four years. And my
first byline.”

further accomplished by the creation of twoyear technical degrees, but only if it does not
automatically detract from liberal arts studies
at the same time. The treat still remains: if
the sciences take over, the Dordt College
humanities could face slow death.
There may be some who some wonder about
Dordt’s effort to encourage these programs as
they deal with skills that mainly involve the
work of one’s hands rather than the work of
the mind. However, such worries are largely
false dichotomies. Music, writing and art all
require effort of physical hands. Professor Mark
Tazelaar, in the musings of his aesthetics class,
argues that much of this mind-work is work of
the hands.
Ultimately, those earning two-year degrees
should not be discounted even if they are not
trained in the same, traditional vein as our
liberal arts tendencies.
While the encouragement and opportunities
for two-year scientific programs could be a great
blessing to this campus and its students, there
is still a necessity associated with the liberal
arts. So long as Dordt continues its efforts in
the programs which created its image, it will
continue to thrive no matter what programs are
introduced.
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A found farewell to Dordt faculty and staff
Allison Wordes – Staff Writer

Attema tallies up his time at Dordt
Art Attema has a couple typewriters assembled
in his office, located on the upper level of the
campus center. He said these typewriters were
in high demand during the WWII era because
they did not jam up in the grittiness of African
desert sand. He started his career with old
typewriters because word processors were yet
to be installed at Dordt.
Attema is a Business Administration and
Education faculty member at Dordt, and has
served at the institution for 37 years. He also has
served as a faculty senate committee member.
Attema joined the Navy out of high school.
After four years overseas he returned to earn his
business education degree at Dordt.
He began teaching at Dordt in 1980 after
working as a teacher in Ripon, CA, and
Bigelow, MN, for seven years. Henry DeGroat,
who started the business department, took him
out for dinner in Bigelow one day and asked
him if he would be a professor at Dordt. Attema
did not want to at first, but eventually he took
up the offer.
“Dordt has given me a gob of opportunities!”
Attema said.
In 1983, he become a faculty sponsor for
Dordt’s Business Club, which used to take one
trip a year. Since the club started the Bunsen
Brew coffee shop, they have raised enough
funds to expand to two trips a year.
He worked with the club to do a population
census for Rock Rapids, an opportunity that
gave students experience and a little extra cash.
The club sold all sorts of stuff for fundraising,
including Sioux Center coupon books, and
students learned about advertisement and
funding.
He has been on 40 overnight business trips,
but he said this year’s trip home from Denver
had the longest ride yet. “We didn’t get home
until 3 a.m.!”
Along with teaching business courses, Attema
taught senior seminar classes and Core 100
for spring semester students. He enjoyed the
variety of students he met in those classes.
He remembers how the business offices used to
be scattered throughout the classroom building
until the more recent remodeling allowed them
to relocate to a unified business pod.
“It was a zoo of offices,” said Attema, “in
closets and all that!” Now he feels more
connected to students, meeting those who hang
around to do homework in the pod by his office.
The department received its first grant at the
same time that Attema first came. The grant
paid for a computer lab with IBM PCs, with 3
1/2” floppy disks.
“It was quite a rigmarole!” Attema said about
the technology. “We had to learn a bunch of
control keys.”
At most colleges, computer labs are locked
up to the general student body. Dordt’s labs are
unusual because they are open to all students.
“I think in all my years we’ve only lost two
mice,” said Attema, tapping his laptop mouse.
For the first two-thirds of his career, he taught

business classes in the computer lab. Computer
services took over the complicated task of
caring for computers, a task that he used to
handle.
Along with his collection of typewriters,
Attema enjoys good coffee, Calvin and Hobbes
cartoons, fishing and being an active member of
Faith CRC in Sioux Center. Since the founding
of the church in 1979, he has been on the
council and his wife has played the organ. He is
passionate about the work the church has been
doing to help Christian communities in Laos.
He and his wife are moving to Little Spirit
Lake, near Okoboji, in a month.
“I’d much rather camp in a national forest,”
said Attema, in contrast to a moving to some
small suburban home. He laughed and called
it “one more adventure than we can probably
handle!”

Kornelis leaves a teaching legacy
Dr. Patricia Kornelis has been involved in
Dordt’s education department for fifteen years.
She has taught courses in the undergraduate
program as well as the Masters Education
program.
Kornelis served as the Director of Graduate
Education from 2006 to 2010. Most recently
she became the Director of Student Teaching.
Kornelis began as an adjunct English
instructor in 1994 when she and her husband
Dr. Benjamin Kornelis, who is a faculty
member also retiring from Dordt, moved to the
area. As he took up teaching music after Dale
Grotenhuis, she started teaching at Dordt while
also working for the Advancement Office as a
copywriter.
Her pride in working at Dordt, along with
a pride in her colleagues, is developing the
Professional Development School Model. This
is a program designed for year-long student
teaching, a process that she has been the
coordinator of since 2010.
“She knows me beyond the classroom,”
said elementary education senior Morgan Van
Hulzen, who Kornelis advises, among other
students. “She has my best interests in mind,
100 percent!”
Van Hulzen has been student teaching a 3rd
grade class at the elementary school in Sioux
Center with the Professional Development
System (PDS), a year-long teaching program
in which students can teach and get hands-on
experience in the classroom.
Van Hulzen said that Kornelis would take her
advisees out to breakfast on Friday mornings.
Sometimes they would go to Casey’s Bakery to
chat about education and life. She got to know
her students personally and learned about their
families.
Kornelis observed Van Hulzen’s student
teaching, watching her in the classroom for
45-minute segments and then providing
feedback.
Van Hulzen said she appreciated the specificity
of Kornelis’s feedback. Kornelis, said Van
Hulzen, notices when certain kids who raise
their hands more frequently are called on, and

how standing behind a child to help them with
a question rather than in front of them sends a
different message.
Getting to know and work alongside students
has been the highlight of Kornelis’s time at
Dordt. She especially enjoyed the privilege of
developing relationships both with pre-service
teachers and with professional practicing
teachers. Her different roles in the education
department, especially in the undergrad and
grad programs, have provided her with valued
occupational experience, as well.
“Helping students to develop a deep
understanding of how their faith is integral to all
that they do in the classroom is humbling and
deeply satisfying,” Kornelis said.
While Van Hulzen was in the middle of the
job search process, a position in a 5th grade
classroom at Sioux Falls Christian opened up
and Van Hulzen earned the position. Kornelis,
she said, was a huge proponent for Van Hulzen
in getting the job– “She literally called the
principal for me!”
Van Hulzen said she will miss both Kornelis
professors, who she got to interact with
simultaneously on the Concert Choir’s 2015
trip to the Netherlands.
Kornelis will continue to teach online classes
for Dordt while living in Minnesota.

Kok’s care for international students
Sanneke Kok’s career at Dordt began with
the arrival of Vietnamese refugee students on
Dordt’s campus. In response to these students’
arrival, Dordt stepped up to the plate and hired
someone who could take these students under
their wing, getting to know those who felt so
far away from home and who were largely
unfamiliar with American culture.
Kok also analyzed the students’ academic
needs and then designed courses specifically
for them. She does entrance interviews with
international students to test their abilities,
and she then works with the Department of
Language Studies to resolve any issues that
arise with a student. Four faculty members
work in Kok’s department, and all manage
student tutor and international students in the
AEC center.
“You’re able to provide students with
everything they need,” said Kok about her
position.
The required classes she prepared for them
teach necessary English skills. The first course
teaches higher level English, including how to
cite sources. The second teaches speech, and
the third focuses on pronunciation. Over the
last couple months, Kok said, she has taken the
time to reflect on and enjoy the work that has
progressed in this department before she leaves
her position of 28 years. The goal, she said, is to
make a Dordt education even more accessible
to all cultures.
Freshman Sarah Selenga from the DRC
(Democratic Republic of Congo) said she met
Kok the first day she arrived at Dordt. Selenga
said that she loves to learn and that she asks lots

of questions in Kok’s class. Selenga also said
that Kok helped keep her personal stress levels
down by telling jokes.
“She’s really sweet and open-minded,”
said Selenga, also mentioning Kok’s energy.
Through Kok’s encouragement, Selenga has
been invigorated to get out and talk to other
people. She learned from Kok that being away
from home doesn’t mean she should avoid
communicating with others.
Kok was born in the Netherlands and then
moved with her family to Ontario, Canada at
the age of seven. As a postwar immigrant, she is
familiar with the phrase “those Dutch people!”
She attended Trinity Christian College and
Calvin College in Palos Heights, I.L., and
Grand Rapids, M.I., respectively. Looking back
on those experiences, she remembers noticing
the difference between Dutch people in the
U.S. versus Dutch Canadian immigrants. She
realized that among the latter, and due to the
fact that she studied internationally in the U.S.,
she was different from the majority of other
college students.
Many times people would ask her, “Does
everyone [in Canada] live in an igloo?”
Her husband’s interest in philosophy brought
the couple back to the Netherlands, where
they stayed for 12 years while he studied.
While her journey to the Netherlands was like
a homecoming for her, being away from the
country she had grown accustomed to, and
being gone for a long period of time, made
her feel like an outsider once more. Kok said
she has experienced this same kind of cultural
transition several times during her lifetime.
Being a stranger is “not exotic” to Kok.
Her experiences have led her to some larger
cities, not always to small towns like Sioux
Center. But even in Sioux Center, she meets
people from all over. Kok has been actively
involved in the Sioux Center Hispanic
community, and is currently taking a Spanish
class. Diversity has grown a lot at Dordt, said
Kok.
This summer she hopes to travel to France
to meet up with former college friends. If the
opportunity arises, she hopes to return to the
Netherlands someday.
“I’m sorry she’s retiring, but I don’t think she
needs it!” said Selenga. Kok is tireless, she said,
and sometimes makes her feel like the older
one.

Theology prof makes Dordt history
While working in a factory during the
summers in high school, Wayne Kobes observed
that Christians worked hard and conducted
themselves well, working cheerfully no matter
the situation.
He teaches Dordt’s reformational perspective
in the footsteps of Abraham Kuyper. If students
can leave with that, he said, Dordt has achieved
its purpose.
“We don’t have all the answers to live
faithfully,” said Kobees.
Kobes grew up in Sioux City and chose to
attend Dordt because it offered a lot of classical
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language classes. He graduated from Dordt in
1969 and went to Calvin College in 1972 to
receive his Masters of Old Testament theology.
He also became an ordained minister. In 1973
he returned to Dordt to teach as they were
expanding the theology department. Theology,
in fact, has always been a Core class at Dordt.
What used to be called Theology 101 is now
Core 150.
Kobes is always amazed by how often he runs
into former students, even while in Europe.
After 43 years of teaching, he is starting to see
the next generation in his classroom.
Dordt staff, administration and students have
become dear to him. He said of the theology
department, “it becomes very much your
family.” He said the department is “a very alive
community.”
Kobes and Art Attema both served on the
academic senate together and, and an aside,
both share a love of Yellowstone National Park.
“You’re not glued to any area,” said Kobes
about vacationing to this area, “it’s what you
make of where you are.”
He met his Californian wife at Dordt. She
taught elementary physical education at the
Sioux Center school for some years. All of
his children went to Dordt and earned history
majors. One of his daughters is chair of the
history department at Calvin and another
daughter works at the Blue Bunny corporate
office.
Kobes will stay in Sioux Center after retirement
and hopes in retiring to spend more time with
his family. He and his son are planning to write
a book in the coming years. The book will focus
on making theology understandable to church
members, especially since not everyone has a
degree.
People with college degrees, he said, should
be especially careful in understanding theology,
because “pride in academics is on steroids.”
“It’s such a blur – there’s a lot going on at

the end,” said Kobes, in finishing out his final
semester.

Campus flourishes thanks to maintenance
director
Physical plant director Stan Oordt gestures
at the wide map of campus that hangs in his
maintenance building office, pointing to where
the roads used to snake their way through
campus. He indicates where the new parking
lots are located; he reminisces about what used
to be cornfields; he remembers the road that not
too long ago ran through what is now the newly
built science building. Where parking lots used
to be smack dab in the middle of campus there
are now sidewalks. And the Student Center
wasn’t always there. And the President lived

In addition to the faculty and staff mentioned,
Dr. Benjamin Kornelis is also leaving Dordt at
the conclusion of the Spring 2017 semester. The
Diamond featured Dr. Kornelis in a previous issue,
dated February 22, 2017. This article may be
viewed online at dordtdiamond.com.

where the nursing building is today. And there
was no soccer field.
“Dordt has changed dynamically,” said Oordt
about the past two decades.
Oordt has been the director of the physical
plant at Dordt for 26 years, since 1991.
Oordt started his career at Dordt as a science
building custodian. This year, with the
remodeling and construction going on, he once
again finds himself working there, his time at
the college coming full circle. The organic
chemistry lab, he said, is done being built, but
she also feels that the workers are still creating
a lot of dust and dirt mess.
Howard Wilson works with Oordt to do
operational tasks on campus, such as “keeping
the doors open and the lights on.” Wilson, who
has worked as chief administration officer at
Dordt for four years, works with Oordt to make
sure everything is best taken care of.
“We’re figuring out the pieces in the puzzle,”
said Wilson, referring to construction. Three to
four master plans have been constructed since
Oordt has been here.
What Oordt enjoys the most about working in
maintenance is the people and their dedication.
He calls them at 4:30 AM for snow removal so
that all the sidewalks, building entrances, and
roads are clear before 8:00 AM.
“He takes deep personal interest in his
employees,” said Wilson.
Looking ahead to a new faculty member
who will start this spring, Oordt said that six
of Dordt’s 25 full-time members have been
dedicated the college for over 25 years. For
instance, the women who clean Covenant
Hall have been working at Dordt since 1998.
They “know how things work,” said Oordt,
commending his team. “I’ll miss them.”
100 students work on-campus during the
school year, and 50-70 work full time during the
summer. They “require a lot of supervision.” The
hardest part, he said, is learning the names of all
the students. He said they used to interview 200
students to get just 70, but recently maintenance
has received fewer applications. There is a lot
of one-on-one work between students and team
members in the summer.
“Some of those relationships are phenomenal,”
said Oordt.
Oordt said the maintenance team is like a tool,
and that he is the one who whose duty it is to
keep the tools sharp.
“It’s more hands-on; I don’t wear a suit and tie
to work,” said Oordt.
Students are less aware of the maintenance
department than professors or other

administration, said Oordt. “We run under the
radar.” Unless they are needed they remain
indiscreet. Students will come in to the building
to pick up keys, or if they need help starting a
car.
Oordt and the team didn’t know there was a
competition for most beautiful campus until the
ranking came out, a ranking that placed Dordt
as the second-most most beautiful campus in
the Midwest.
“They’re already thinking about what they
want to do to be first!” said Oordt. He joked that
getting second out of 25 contestants “means
there’s still 23 behind you.”
On an average day, Oordt will spend the
mornings answering emails, going to the
construction site, going to meetings, picking
out new carpet or architects, burning down a
farmhouse or working on random projects that
come up.
People problems, he said, are harder to fix
than scooping sidewalks.
Oordt’s passion is planning new buildings
on campus. He helped with the construction
of Southview (1993), Covenant Hall, the Rec
center and other on-campus buildings. Every
building on campus has been remodeled since
he’s been here.
“The college is the best it’s ever been,” said
Oordt. He mentioned the great administration,
successful programs, growing retention rate
of students, financial stability and variety of
programs available.
The new science building opens in August
2017, as well as the sky bridge. Significant
changes are coming, especially with the protech program. A master plan shows hopeful
changes for academic center for pro-tech
or nursing, moving the commons, or a new
residence hall possibly south of Kuyper.
Wilson hopes that when Oordt retires he can
spend more time outdoors chasing fish and
pheasants. Oordt plans to stay in Sioux Center,
staying involved in community and looking for
opportunities to build God’s Kingdom. He has
close family in Orange City as well.
An interview process is going on to find a new
director of maintenance to take up his position.
A framed saying on the maintenance office
wall reads, “Any society can be galvanized for
a while to build something, but the will and the
skill to keep things in good repair day in, and
day out, are fairly rare.”

Young Life is coming to Sioux Center
Justin Banks – Contributing Writer

Jairo Alejandro Vasquez, better known on
Dordt’s campus as Alex Vasquez, is a junior
pre-physical therapy major at Dordt College.
Though born in Colombia, his family later
dropped everything they had ever known and
loved, and moved to the United States—starting
over from scratch.
After arriving in the states, Vasquez called
Dallas, Texas home. Alex attended Creekview
High School, and while there he was introduced
to a Christian program called Young Life. This

program allowed him to interact with college
students and professors on a personal level.
The college students and professors would
frequent the high school during the scheduled
lunch break. Alex recalls the meals that he
shared with the members of Young Life, and
the non-schooling events that they would
invite him and other students to; one event in
particular being Club.
Club was an event night where students and
members of Young Life would sing songs, play
games and spend time in community with each
other, all in an effort to share the message of
God with each other.
“It’s so easy to say that [you] believe in God
and that [you] have a relationship with Jesus
Christ, but it’s another thing to understand
what that means,” Vasquez said. This is where
Vasquez stands in his faith today. It is this faith,
then, that drove Vasquez to start a Young Life
program in the Sioux Center area. Vasquez
believes that this program may truly be a
blessing to others.
During high school, Vasquez did not attend
any of the summer camps hosted by Young Life
until the summer after his senior year. At that
point, however, he was too old to be a camper,
so his mentor paid for him to attend and then
requested that Vasquez participate in the camp
as a worker instead of a camper.

Vasquez believes that week spent with fellow
counselors and campers was truly one of the
most dynamic weeks of his life. Since that
summer, Vasquez has continued to work at the
Youth Life camps each year.
As his faith has progress, Vasquez has
begun to ask himself bigger questions about
his faith. Then, after suffering an ACL tear at
the beginning of the 2016-17 football season,
Vasquez took the time to ask himself the tough
question of “Who am I?”
While attending a Monday Night Worship
session, Vasquez remembers, “I was surrounded
by people praying and talking, but in an instant
I heard the voice of God say you’re living your
bare minimum.”
For Vasquez, rising above the minimum meant
initiating a local Young Life program.
Soon after his encounter with God, Vasquez
began receiving emails from an array people
and organizations who sought to offer him
support in his endeavor to initiate the Young
Life program in the Sioux Center area.
Today, Vasquez joins a team that he has brought
together in an effort to reach young adults in the
community. This team is composed of fourteen
Dordt College students, four Northwestern
Students and five adult community members.
The team’s current task involves trying to the
community’s biggest need.

At the moment, it seems that much of Young
Life’s ministry will be directed towards high
school students. It is Vasquez’s hope that
someday the Young Life team may be able to
reach and help out spiritually thirsty groups
within the community.
Young Life is expected to kick off this summer
and pick up going into next school year.
After spending the past few months organizing
this ministry, Alex hopes that he has truly found
his purpose– sharing the love of God.
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The importance of spring Michal Huizenga
football games
Clarissa Kraayenbrink – Copy Editor

Christian Zylstra– Sports Editor

More than 82,000 people attended Ohio State
University’s annual spring football game last
Saturday.
The University of Nebraska-Lincoln hosted
78,000-plus Husker fans in Memorial Stadium
Lincoln on April 15.
Clemson University welcomed 60,000-plus
fans into Memorial Stadium on April 8.
Why would so many people show up for what
essentially amounts to a glorified scrimmage
and carnival?
Because spring games matter.
They aren’t glamorous or necessarily enticing,
but college football spring games mean more
than you know.
From a football standpoint, spring games
give newcomers and early enrollees a chance
to experience football at the collegiate level.
Whether NAIA or FBS, the difference in speed
and skill between high school football and
college football is monumental.
Spring games also give previous backups a
chance to prove themselves and earn their way
into discussions about more playing time or
even a starting spot. It’s typically the secondstringers or borderline starters that bring the
greatest intensity to a spring game.
Participating in spring practices and a spring
game gives coaches the chance to see players
in new roles. Dordt football is no stranger to
these position changes and has seen a handful
of players from last year already change roles
this spring – and thrive.

But spring football’s meaning and worth boils
down to far more than the game played out on
the field. There are reasons why thousands of
college football fans and university supporters
pack stadiums on Saturday afternoons in April.
Spring football games give colleges and
universities a chance to give back…
To the fans. College football fans are as loyal as
they come. Spring football games give fans the
chance to interact with their favorite programs,
meet their favorite players, participate in their
favorite football festivities and competitions
and wet their palette for the fall season ahead.
To the families. Nebraska welcomed home
Army Staff Sgt. Matthew Hawke on Saturday
after 10-plus months of service in Afghanistan.
His wife and children conducted the honorary
coin toss before the spring game, where they
were unknowingly reunited with SSG Hawke,
who disguised himself as a Nebraska football
player.
To the hurting. Ohio State ran the final play
of its 2017 spring game for one of its honorary
captains: Jacob Jarvis, a 17-year old boy with
Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Jarvis took the
hand-off and rode through the middle of the
field for a touchdown, sealing Scarlet’s 44-31
victory over Gray.
What takes place on the field might not be the
most enticing to the average college football
fan, but that doesn’t mean spring football games
lack worth or purpose.
Sometimes they feature moments that mean
more than anything that happens during the fall.

Coming to Dordt College was an easy decision
for softball first baseman Michal Huizenga.
Hailing from Grandville, Mich., Huizenga was
familiar with northwest Iowa because she had
family in the area and visited the rolling hills
when she was growing up.
“It just felt like home away from home,”
Huizenga said.
Playing softball at Dordt? Also, an easy
decision. Starting with T-ball when she was five

years old, Huizenga grew up around the game.
During her childhood, she progressed to Little
League, then travel ball in middle school and
then softball in high school and college. When
it came time to choose a higher-education
institution, Huizinga said she visited Dordt
and really liked both the softball program and
Coach Zomer.
Now, she loves Dordt itself and the close-knit
softball team most.
“The community and family feeling on
the softball team is something that not much
compares with,” Huizenga said.
As a senior, Huizenga leads by example
and shows her newer teammates what Dordt
softball is about and what it means to be a Dordt
softball player. The softball team, according to
Huizenga, is about family. They all play and
fight for each other on the field. They all want to
work hard because they care about each other.
“This is one of the most talented groups
of girls I’ve played with in my four years at
Dordt,” Huizenga said.
Huizenga will not only miss her teammates,
but also her coaches and their passion for
the game. She said the coaches have made
themselves available to their players to work on
hitting or any other skill they may need more
practice on. Huizenga also said she’ll miss
playing for Dordt and wearing the Defenders
uniform.
After softball concludes next month, Huizenga
and her husband plan to move to Michigan,
where she will student-teach high school math
during the fall semester.

Dordt softball starts strong
Aaron Ladzinski– Staff Writer

Dordt football’s spring embraces
‘Meat and Potatoes’
Christian Zylstra– Sports Editor

It’s been a busy spring for Dordt College
football.
With the arrival of April came the arrival of
spring football, and with spring football’s return
came practice—plenty of it.
But Dordt’s current spring roster of 80-plus
athletes proved ready for task at hand.
“We went about three weeks where I didn’t
have one guy even one second late to one team
event,” said Dordt College head coach Joel
Penner. “That’s significant given how many
things we do throughout the week: workouts,
practice, meetings and study hall.”
Dordt football is ready to embrace the
challenge of expanding upon last season’s
successes during what Penner calls the “meat
and potatoes” of building a program—years
two through four under the new coaching staff.
Part of that challenge includes position
switches and role changes. Two of the most
notable positional changes this spring include
E.J. Hill’s move from offense to cornerback and
Nic Byl’s move from linebacker to defensive
end.
“We’ve been excited to see [Byl’s]
development and he’s in the right position now;
he’s at home now,”Penner said.
Replacing All-American talent, such as wide
receiver Jason Miller and running back Bryce
Lidtka, is another trial Dordt must face.
This spring may have provided the answers.

“You replace the production with other
people…Keithen Drury is replacing the
production,” Penner said. “We will be better in
the running game even than we were last year.”
New positions are not the only changes in
practices.
“Last year, we did a lot more drills, but I think
this year will feature more 11-on-11 game-like
situations,” Penner said.
All of this spring practice builds up to what
Penner called the “fourth quarter of spring ball.”
With only a handful of practices remaining,
Dordt football’s last hurrah comes on April 29.
Dordt College is hosting its 2017 spring
football game on April 29, which will feature
many of the same events as last year’s
festivities. A tailgate, face painting, dunk tank
and yard games all start at 5:30 p.m., while the
game itself kicks off at 7 p.m.
There will also be two intermissions during the
spring festivities with on-field fan participation.
“Last year, we did a lot more drills, but I think
this year will feature more 11-on-11 game-like
situations,” Penner said.
Dordt’s busy spring nears its end, but that
doesn’t mean the work is done. The end of the
spring season only brings new tasks for coaches
and athletes, such as recruiting, summer camps
and satellite camps.
From there, the preparation for the fall season
begins and the appetite for more “meat and
potatoes” only grows.

Dordt women’s softball team is on fire,
winning multiple series and taking down their
opponents easily. Their current record is 15-14
and 8-4 in conference.
Since the team’s return from Arizona, the Lady
Defenders have only lost five out of 14 games.
With a record of 8-4 in conference, the team has
stacked up notable wins over Northwestern and
the College of St. Mary. Some of the toughest
games are still to come, however, since these
women have yet to play Morningside, the best
team in the conference, along with Hastings and
Concordia.
Tianna Top and Rachel Evavold have proved
themselves to be the best pitchers on the team.
Top leads the team with nine wins and six
losses, and Evavold with three wins and two
loses.
On the offensive side, leadership is spread
between Marissa VanDenBerg, Hailey Heeringa
and Michal Huizenga. Heeringa leads the team
with a batting average of 370 and 27 hits with
six doubles and two homeruns. Huizenga leads

the team with 17 RBIs.
The team rages on to face their final
meaningful games. First on the docket is an
impressive Morningside, who holds the record
of 8-2 in conference.
There is no doubt that the Defenders will
make the playoffs, but the question remains:
in what seed? Seeding can matter because the
Defenders could face either a team they have
already beaten or a team that could give them
a tough time and potentially end their season.
Hastings, along with Morningside, could give
Dordt trouble, as they have nearly the same
record as the Defenders with a record of 9-5.
Concordia, another contender, ties with the
Defenders’ 8-4 record.
Will the Defenders be able to step up to the
challenge? We will just have to wait and see.

· Arts & Entertainment ·
A Place for Political Art
Jenna Wilgenburg– Staff Writer

How far is “too far?” It’s an age-old question,
applying to pranks, light-hearted insults, even
the physical boundaries of young love. And
now…billboards?
Paste a huge image of one of the most
controversial presidents in U.S. history on a
billboard. Pin a Russian flag on the lapel of his
coat. Flank him with clown faces morphed into
the unmistakable shape of mushroom clouds.
Throw in some money signs. And then make
them look like Nazi Swastikas just for kicks.
Controversial? I mean, come on.
This billboard currently stands on display
in downtown Phoenix. Karen Fiorito, a social
artist from Santa Monica, California, was

commissioned by an art gallery to design this
politically-loaded billboard.
Emotional and fiery debates surround
countless social issues and politics today. Artists
have used various forms of media to express
their views to the public throughout history, and
their activity in the 21st century carries on the
tradition.
Dr. Jeff Taylor, a political science professor at
Dordt, expects the use of political art to continue,
whether in editorial cartoons, campaign
publicity, social media or political blogging.
He believes political art provides diversity of
thought and promotes the democratization of
politics.
Of course, this billboard received mixed
reviews. It accurately expressed the feelings
of some, and angered others who support our
country’s current leadership. Responses from
Dordt students included “It’s kind of crazy” and
“I feel like it’s a little aggressive.” The majority
of students who responded to the image agreed
that the artist went too far.
Politically-loaded artwork has also shown its
face on Dordt’s campus recently. The Graphic

Design II class participated in a collaborative
project revolving around the issue of gun
violence in America. Students designed the
banners now hanging in the art gallery near the
art department offices.
The assignment required students to use a
photograph of President Trump taken when
he spoke on campus during his presidential
campaign, as well as the following quote, also
from that speech on Jan. 23, 2016: “I could
stand in the middle of 5th Avenue and shoot
somebody and I wouldn’t lose voters.”
The project includes gun violence “zines,” or
booklets, containing information and visuals
on topics ranging from the stories of innocent
children killed by gun violence to statistics on
bullets and blood loss.

“Some people are visual learners, so seeing
a number can be impactful,” said sophomore
graphic design student Sarah Dykstra.
One of her pages in the zine uses dots to help
readers visualize the amount of blood lost by
gun violence victims.
A series of semi-transparent images,
containing 20 different photos of victims
combined into one, also hangs on the windows
leading into the gallery.
“People always take things differently, so I
don’t really think you can determine how far
things can go,” Dykstra said. “One person will
be offended by it and one person will love it.”
“Art in many ways is meant to generate a
reaction,” said art professor David Versluis, the
instructor in charge of the gun violence project.
Referring to the billboard of President Trump,
he said it goes over the top to convey a message.
But he thinks hyperbole, or exaggerated
statements not meant to be taken literally, are
sometimes needed to grab people’s attention.
“Are we so numb? Do we need that kind of
shock?” he asked. “In some cases, we do.”
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Visscher displays her passion for
design
Allison Wordes– Staff Writer

She defines herself as the “modern graphic
designer.”
“She has a free spirit,” art professor David
Versluis said as he introduced Jordyn Visscher
at her senior art show.
The small gallery held more than its usual
capacity last Tuesday evening. A variety of
people made up the crowd, from young kids to
Core 160 students to Visscher’s track friends.
Students on their way to night classes all
turned their heads when they passed the
gallery. Some individuals, including President
Hoekstra, stopped in to get a closer look and
wander around before continuing with their
evening. The plush armchairs arranged inside
encouraged viewers to sit and enjoy the
arrangement.
“Design is in everything and everywhere,”
Visscher said in her gallery speech.
She works hard to create diversity in her
projects. Besides graphic design, she has done
oil painting, watercolor and photography.
Originally from Ontario, Canada, Visscher
knew she wanted to pursue fine arts at a
Christian college. Though athletics initially
drew her to Dordt, when Visscher arrived on
campus she wanted to learn something new and
thus began taking design courses.
“I ate it all up my first year,” Visscher said.
In addition to taking graphic design classes,
Visscher’s semester in Chicago challenged her
and allowed her to be collaborative in working
with clients.
As a graphic design student, she presented
portfolios to employers, who told her that her
work looked too much like classwork. The
classes, she said, really are for learning the
skills, but she found it’s about taking the extra
step and putting her own style on it.
“All your best work is done outside of class,”
Visscher said.
It became more than just getting a good grade,
but about getting approval. She loves how small
the class sizes are at Dordt.
“You’re not just a number; you’re noticed,”
Visscher said.
Visscher said it is “super-rewarding to have
people wear your design.” However, she
stressed how graphic designers are behind-thescenes people.
The first logo Visscher created went up on
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Major: Mechanical Engineering
4 years on staff
Advice:
“Take the opportunity to meet
people. I still walk down the halls
and see people that I interviewed
as a freshman. The connections and
respect you gain from listening and
telling another person’s story is my
favorite part of my time with the
Diamond.”

Facebook in January 2017. Her interaction with
logos began when she started making cards
instead of buying them. She mentioned how
handmade cards are appreciated so much more.
“I find joy when people notice the small
details,” Visscher said.
She also produced the Goheen Gallop design
for the past few years by request of her track
coach. The first of her designs was a handlettered drawing that she scanned into an editing
program.
The photography in the gallery featured
junior Britta Provart as Visscher’s subject with
natural, genuine poses. Provart and Visscher ran
cross country together and they share a love for
photography. Visscher wanted her to be in front
of the camera for once. Provart said it makes her
feel uncomfortable.
“She does a lot more than people realize,”
Provart said.
Usually, if someone can’t find Visscher,
she is in the art studio working on a project.
Sometimes she works four to five hours at a
time.
Provart would love to see Visscher start her
own business, with her handmade cards and
taking requests. She expects Visscher will start
her career closer to a big city, where the smell
isn’t so strong.
Visscher said this about design: “If it looks
easy, it’s done well.”
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Purple Martin Winners
Freshman
1. Erin Bandstra: “George Orwell’s
1984 and Limited Speech on College
Campuses”
HM. Holly Testerman: “Searching
for Redemption: Comparing and
Contrasting Plato and Augustine’s
Worldviews

Lit Analysis
1. Janelle Cammenga: “Guitar: A
Dream Deferred”
2. Tyler Postma: “’Elly’ by William
Faulkner”
HM. Anna Jordan: “Community
Appearance: William Faulkner’s ‘A
Rose for Emily’”

Fiction
1.
Aiden
Bender:
“Broken
Snapshots”
HM. Annie Sears: “What Remains”

Non-Literary
1. Lydia Van Wingerden: “Review
of The Thin Red Line”
2. Harrison Burns: “Pulling Back
the Shadows”

Creative Non-Fiction
1. Shelbi Gesch: “On Imagining and
Imagining Ourselves”
2. Ashley Bloemhof: “Memoir
Essay”
HM. Breanna Kooiman: “’Suicide,
A sideways Word”
HM Jazmin M. Gauto: “Narratives
of a Paraguayan Student”

Poetry
1. Allison Wordes: “Pomegranate”;
“Minnesota Night”; “Mornings at the
Library”
2. Shelbi Gesch: “Defiant Rhyme”;
Emerging After the Ice Storm”
HM. Annie Sears: “Girl in the Red
Light District”; “A Wish to be a Wish”

Correction:
In the article “Always illegal, always in fear,”
written by Joshua Meribole and published on
March 16, 2017, the word “daughter” should be
changed to “family.”

